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This report describes some experiences with the estimation of 
parameters in nonlinear differential equations. The work was done 
as part of work in a group on biomathematics and a group on stiff 
differential equations. The program used is written in ALGOL 60 and 
has been run on the EL x8 computer of the Mathematical Centre. 
After an exposition of the method~ a detailed description of the 




In this report we shall be concerned with a problem which arises 
from experimental science. In order to predict the behaviour of 
systems, an experimental scientist not only wants to describe 
phenomena phenomenologically, but he also wants to construct a 
model of the process under consideration. Often a mathematical 
representation of the model will be given by a system of 
differential eQuations in which a set of parameters is not known 
a priori. These parameters have to be determined on the basis of 
experiments. 
Mathematically stated, the problem 1s this: A set of n 
* differential eQuations is given 
d 
dt y = f(t ,y,p) ( 1. 1 ) 
where p represents an m-vector of parameters. In the process 
* * . considered, p has the value p , but p is not known. Some 
components of the vector y can be measured for different values 
oft, but these measurements are affected by some random errors. 
It is assumed that the form off is known, together with some 
statistical properties of the measurement errors. The problem 
* is to deduce an estimate p of the vector p . 
Withy. ( 1 $ i 5 N) we denote the observed value of 
l 
component y at time t .. Thus the index i identifies 
l 




observed. So we have a set of observations {y. }, a corresponding 
l 
set {ti} (t 1 5 t 2 5 ... $ tN) and, for some p, we can compute 
a set of theoretical values y(t. ,p) . The problem now seems 
l 
to be Quite simple: we define the N-vector 
Y(p) = (y(t. ,p) - y.) 1s 1 s N 
l l 
( 1.2) 
and we define 
*) m We use vector notation throughout, sop£ R , 
m n n m n y £Rx R ➔ R , f e Rx R x R ➔ R etc .. 
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S(p) = II Y(p)II~ N 2 = r 1 (y(t- ,p)-y.) 1= l l ( 1. 3) 
the sum of the squares of the discrepancies. Using an integration 
procedure to solve y(t. ,p), we can solve the problem stated by 
l 
minimizing S(p) using standard techniques.Even when we assume 
that the minimum is unique and that the function S(p) is the 
best one to minimize (this can be justified under certain 
conditions), the question still remains as to how badly 
conditioned the problem is. I.e. how small_! perturbation in 
some values of yi will cause how large_! variation in the 
minimizing vector p. In relation to this question it is clear 
that not only an estimate of p* has to be determined but also 
an estimate of its reliability. 
In this report we will assume that the measurement errors are 
statistically independent and that they have a Gaussian 
distribution with zero mean and variance cr2 . Thus the covariance 
matrix of the vector of errors n is 
T 2 E ( nn ) = cr I ( 1. 4) 
and the probability density of n is given by 
2. The method 
2. 1. The dependence of !ltl .2!l .E. 
The solution of the differential equation (1) can be 
considered to be a function oft as well as a function of 
p. We consider the difference between two adjacent solutions 
y 1(t,p) and y2 (t,p+o) of equation (1), both starting at 
y 1(0,p) = y2 (o,p+o) = c. We compute the perturbation due to 
this small change in p. 
( 2. 1 ) 
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(2.2) 
Expanding (2.2) in a Taylorseries and keeping only first 
order terms in o, we obtain 
where 
a FY = ( -cl f ( t ,Y 1 ,p) ) 
Y1 
(2.4) 
is an n x n matrix and 
a FP = ( op f ( t ,Y 1 ,p) ) (2.5) 
is an n x p matrix, both matrices being functions of t ,p 
and y 1 , but not of o or y 2-y 1 , 
It would be expedient to know how the computable values 
y(t. ,p) depend upon small variations o around p. Since 
l 
equation (2.3) enables us to construct the differential 
equation which defines 
a YP=-,,-y(t,p), 
09 
we use (2. 3) and write 
a d cl ap dt y(t,p) = FP + FY.ap y(t,p) 
or~ in shorthand, 




This is a system of n x m differential equations. If we 
solve this system together with system (1 .1), we are able 
to compute 
a 
A(p) = ~ y(t. ,p), op l 
2.2. 
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an N x m matrix, giving the dependence of Y(p) (see 
equation (1.2)) upon variations top. 
Minimizing fil.£2. 
Consider the function S(p) defined by equation (1,3). The 
value p that minimizes S(p) is an estimate of the true 
value p*. In equation (1,3) y is a nonlineai function of p. 
Without some further assumptions the analysis would there-
fore be too involved to give hope of useful results. This 
difficulty is dealt with by assuming that pis a 
reasonably good approximation top. Using a generalized 
Newton-Raphson technique we linearize the nonlinearity for 
small departures op from p, 
Suppose that pis a trial vector and op is the required 
correction (p+op = p). The residual vector Y(p) is 
approximated by a linear function of the parameter 
Y(p) = Y(p-op) = Y(p) - A op 
and for the residual function 
I 11 2 s(p) = s(p+op) = I Y(p+op) 
"' 11 Y(p) + A(p) 0111 2 
The approximating function to S(p) has a minimum at the 
point given by the normal equations 
T A(p)Y(p). (2.10) 
If the matrix ATA is nonsingular, this equation determines 
op from Y(p). 
In the linear theory p+op so determined would be the required 




In general, S(p+op) will not be the minimal value of Sand 
the whole process is repeated using p+op as an approximation 
top for the next iteration. 
The process we use has the same order of convergence as 
quasilinearization has (see: Bellman and Kalaba L 1965]). The 
latter process often is called quadratically convergent. In 
fact, both processes have 2nd order convergence only in the 
case that the observed values are exact in all decimal 
places, otherwise they have 1st order convergence 
(Willems [972]). So we prefer to speak of first order 
convergence. 
If it appears that S(p+op) > S(p), some other techniques 
are applied. Firstly the method of steepest descent is used, 
with pas a point of departure. For this purpose the gradient 
vector r= -AT(p) Y(p) is calculated and a new trial step is 
executed with 
If even with this op it appears that S(p+op) > S(p), the 
direction of the s~ep is not changed, but a relaxation factor 
is used, the step op is multiplied by S(p)/(S(p)+ S(p+op)) 
and a new trial step is executed from p. 
3. Statistics 
Let p be the final estimate of p so that S(p) ~ S(p) for all p: 
we assume that the linear theory holds in a sufficient large 
neighbourhoud of p. 
For the perturbations n. of the observed values y. we assume an 
i i 
N(0,0 2 ) distribution and so it follows from equation (2.10) that 
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the estimated value p will also be normally distributed. We define 
* op= p - p hence the expectation of op will be zero when 
p = p . We are also interested in the covariance matrix of 
op, i.e. the expected value of opopT 
From this covariance matrix we deriver .. , the correlations 
:LJ 






✓q .. q .. 
n JJ 
with q .. 
:LJ 
T 
= (A A\j (3.1) 
By equation (2.10) op is a linear function of Y. Hence its 
probability density will be Gaussian and will be given by 
From (2.11) follows immediately 
Now it is clear that I !YI i2Jcr2 , cpTATA§J2./cr2 and S(p)/cr2 have 
a x2 distribution with;, m and N=m degrees of fre~dom, 
respectively. An estimate of o2 is given by 
s 2 = S(p)/(N-m) = I I Y(p)I 12/(N-m) (3.2) 
The confidence region at level a is the ellipsoidal region 
op ~ _E!.... S(p) F (m,N-m), 
N-m a 
(3,3) 
where F (n,N-m) is the a-point of the F-distribution with m and 
a 
N-m degrees of freedom. 
The principal axes of the ellipsoidal region are given by the 
eigenvectors of ATA and the length of the axes is A.- 1/ 2(l. is the 
1 1 
eigenvalue of the corresponding eigenvector). 
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The confidence limits for each estimate, supposing that the 
other estimates are exact, are 
where 
p. + op. 
l - l 
Other confidence limits for the individual estimates 
(independently) are 
where 





( 3. 5) 
The geometrical interpretation is that the tangent planes 
to the ellipsoid with normals to the direction i are at a 
* distance op. from the centre of the ellipsoid and that the axis i 
l 




* ~ op .. 
l 
4. Integration of the differential equations 
The system of the differential equations which we have to 
solve in each iteration step of the optimizing process is, in 
general, a rather large one. In the system we distinguish two 
parts 
1. [see equation (1.1)] 
d 
dt y(t,p) = f(t,y,p) ( 4. 1 ) 
a coupled system of n differential equations. 
2. [see equation (2.8)] 
d 
dt YP = FP + FY.YP . . ( 4. 2) 
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This is a set of m systems; each system consists of n 
differential equations and is coupled with system (4.1). 
The structure of the system (4.1-4.2) as a whole can be clarified 
by writing: 
1) the system (4.1 - 4.2) as 
y = f 
yp 1 = f + f y P1 y p 1 ( 4. 3) 
Ypm = f + f y pm y pm 
where ypi = ay/ap., f pi = 3f/3p. and 1 1 
f = 3f/3y the Jacobian matrix of the system (4.1). 
y 
and by writing 
2) the Jacobian matrix of the system (4.1-4.2) as 
f 0 ...... 0 
y 
J = f f 0 (4.4) 
•PY: y . 
f' 0 . f pym Y/ 
where f . = a(af/3p- )/ay. 
pyi 1 
In this Jacobian matrix the one way coupling of the system is 
clearly demonstrated. Besides we notice that the eigenvalues of 
J are all the same as the eigenvalues of fy' and so the 
stability behaviours of system (4.3) and system (4.4) are similar. 
In order to solve the system, linear multistep methods are used. 
Essentially, the integrating procedure used ( 11multistep"), is the 
same as the one described in Hemker [1971]. This procedure uses 
variable steplength and variable order. In the case of stiff 
differential equations the procedure switches from Adams-Moulton 
to stiffly stable methods. 
In order to solve (4.3) efficiently, we make use of the particular 
structure mentioned. In each step of the integrating process, 
equation (4.1) is solved as a independent system. When this part 
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of the integration has been succesfully completed, them systems 
of equations (4.2) can be solved with only a little work, We 
will show this in more detail. 
Since we only use implicit linear multistep methods,the solution 
of one integration step 
y = f(y) 
corresponds to the solution•of the nonlinear equation 
y = hS f(y) + ~ , 
n n n 
where f contains the information about a number of completed 
n 
steps. After the choice of a suitable starting value y , this 
o n 
equation is solved with a modified Newton-Raphson method 
y = ryn - (I-hSf )-1( y _( -hSf( y )). r+1 n y r m n r n 
When we solve the system of differential equations 
y = f(y) 
w = g(y) + f w 
y 
( 4. 5) 
we make use of the one-way coupling of the system. In each 
step, we have to solve the nonlinear system 
= hS f(y ) + 0 
n n 
(4.6) 
w = hS g(y ) + hS f (y ) ,W + '¥ 
n n y n n n 
We do not iterate this system simultaneously, but we solve the 
nonlinear equation (4.6) by the iteration process (4.5), we 
substitute the computed value of y in (4.7), and we solve the 
n 
linear equation (4.7) directly. For the solution of this linear 
equation one needs (I-hSf (y ))- 1 : the same factor that will be 
Y n 
used in ( 4. 5) . 
The solution of the system (4.3) is obtained in the same way. In 
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each step of the integration process, the first system of n 
equations (4.1) is solved by iteration. When this iteration has 
been completed, each of the lliSystems of then equations (4.2) 
is solved directly. Each one of these m systems needs the L-U-
decompsition of one and the same matrix I-hSf (y ). Moreover, y n 
this L-U-decomposition can be used again in the next modified 
Newton-Raphson iteration. This implies that each step in the 
solution of (4.3) only involves: 





f ., for i = 1,a, ...... ,m. 
pl 
f . y 
Each evaluation off 
y 
involves an L-U-decomposition of 
I-hSf and each evaluation off or f. involves y pl an execution of 
the second stage of the Gaussian elimination. 
When, during an integration step, it appears that the iteration 
process (4.5) does not converge or that the local error bound 
1s exceeded, the step length is changed and the work mentioned 
in i) and iii) has to be repeated. 
We notice that the possibility of coupling the integration of 
(4.2) with the integration of (4.1) with this ease, depends 
cruxially on the form of the linear integration formula (4.4a). 
It cannot be done, for instance, with Runge-Kutta methods. 
We use another feature of the integration method. On an interval 
containing some meshpoints, the linear multistep methods 
approximate the solution of the differential equation to a 
polynomial of a certain degree. As a consequence, there is no 
need to take the meshpoints of our integrating procedure 
together with the points {t.} where the solution is wanted. The 
1 
solution is obtained by interpolating the approximating 
polynomial. 
5. The procedure odeparest 
5.1. General remarks, users manual 
Although we know that the iteration process has first order 
convergence, it is evident that in most practical (nonlinear) 
problems, we cannot say anything about the a priori fitness 
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of a first estimate. This reason, and others that make 
pa.re.meter estimation a.n art rather than only a computing 
technique, lea.d us to give the output of the procedure 
in printed form. This prevents the use, without 
inspectation, of the results as a starting point for further 
calculations • 
.llil:]! 
The input of the procedure can be divided into four parts: 
1. The system of differential equations which defines the 
problem, together with its initial values. 
2. The observations to which the pars.:meters will be 
adjusted. 
3. A first estimate of the parameters, together with some 
upper and lower bounds for them. 
4. Some actual parameters of~ procedure, by which the 
optimizing and integration processes will be controlled 
and one actual parameter which specifies the confidence 
region desired. 
Now we shall treat these four items in detail. 
1) The system of differential equations defining the problem 
has to be supplied by the user as a set of sub-procedures 
for the procedure odeparest. Four procedures are needed: 
a) a procedure which identifies the function f (see 
equation 1.1). 
This is a procedure with the heading procedure call 
f( r); value r; real r;. 
By this procedure the values of the left hand part 
of (1.1), multiplied by the real valuer, will be 
assigned to the array elements of f[1:n]. 
b) a procedure which identifies the Jacobian matrix of the 
vector-function f. (I.e. f in the equations 4.3 and 4.4). 
y 
This is a procedure with the heading procedure call 
fy(r); value r; real r;. 
By this procedure the values of the partial derivatives 
off. with respect toy. multiplied by a real valuer, 
l J 
will be assigned to the array element fy[i,j]. 
c) a procedure which identifies the partial derivatives off 
with respect top. 
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This is a procedure with the heading procedure call 
fp ( r) ; value r; re al r; . 
By this procedure the value of 3fi/apj * r will be 
assigned to the array element fp[ 1 ,j]. 
d) a procedure by which the initial values of equation 
(1.1) are supplied. 
This is a procedure with the heading procedure call 
ystart; 
By this procedure the initial values of y are assigned 
to the array elements y[O,i] (1 sis n). However, the 
procedure has to do another job: some positive values 
have to be assigned to the array elements ymax[i] 
(1 s is n). The desired value of ymaxli] corresponds 
to an estimate of the maximal absolute value of yon 
the integration interval. If no estimate can be given, 
the value 1 can be assigned. (For a detailed description 
of the use of ymax see the manual for the ALGOL 60. 
procedure MULTISTEP, Hemker [1971]). 
N.B. 1. Note that the structure of the system is 
completely determined by f.f and f can be y p 
derived from f. However, by supplying fy and fp 
in an analytic form, we are able to solve our 
problem efficiently. 
N .B. 2. f, fy and fp are functions of t, y and p. These 
values of t, y and p can be obtained from the 
identifiers (array elements) x, y[O,i] (1 sis n) 
and par[iJ (1 ~ i ~ m) respectively. 
N.B. 3, The initial values may be functions of the para-
meters p. In that case the initial values of 
ay/ap also have to be supplied; thus it is useful 
to know that ay./ap. corresponds with 
1 J 
y[O,n*j+i]. 
N.B. 4. Since procedure call ystart is only called once 
during the integration of an interval, and since 
"call f", "call fy" and "call fp" are used many 
times, assignments of the constant value zero to 
an element of f, fy or fp will be placed in "call 
ystart". 
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2) The observations to be fitted to, and 
3) the first estimate, upper- and lower-bounds of the 
parameters, are ashed for by means of a call of the 
procedure 'data' from the formal para.meter list of 
the procedure 'odeparest'. 
The actual declaration of this procedure has the 
heading 
procedure data (nobs, tobs, cobs, obs, npar, parlbd, 
par, parubd); 
integer nobs, npar; integer array cobs; 
array tabs, obs, parlbd, par, par ubd;. 
nobs and npar are inputparameters, indicating the number 
of parameters, m, respectively. For each observation a 
value is assigned to 
tobs[i], cobs[i] and obs[i] (1 ~ 1 ~ nobs) 
tobs[i] - the time of observation 
cobs[i] - the component of y observed (1 ~ cobs[i] ~ n) 
obs[i] - the observed value of the component cobs[i] 
of y at the time tobs[i]. 
If the time, corresponding to the starting values 
(given in 'call ystart') does not equal zero, this time 
has to be provided in tobs[O], 
The observations have to be ordered such that tobs[i] ~ 
tobs[j] if i ~ j. 
For each parameter in the system (1.1), values are 
assigned to 
parlbd[i], par[i] and parubd[i] (1 ~ i ~ npar) 
par[i] - a first estimate of the i-th parameter. 
parlbd[i] and parubd[i] - lower- and upper-bounds, 
respectively, for the parameter value. 
N.B. 1. The procedure 'odeparest' only solves the un-
constrained optimization problem; parlbd and 
parubd are provided only to prevent some 
unwanted effects (e.g. f, fy and fp may be 
undefined outside the indicated para.meter 
region. 
N.B. 2. If the value of 'nabs' is decreased by the 
procedure 'data', only the first 'nobs' (new 
value) observations will be used during the calculation. 
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If the value of 'npar' is decreased by the 
procedure 'data', only the first 'npar' (new 
value) parameters will be adjusted. 
4) Before we explain the formal procedure parameters 
of the procedure 'odeparest', by which the process is 
controled, we give the heading of the procedure: 
procedure odeparest (n, nobs, npar, data, itmax, converge, 
eps, meshp, stiff, fa); 
value n, nabs, npar, itmax, converge, eps, meshp, stiff, 
fa); 
integer n, nabs, npar, itmax, meshp; real converge, eps, 
fa; 
boolean stiff; procedure data; 








< integer expression>; 
the number of e~uations of system (1.1). 
< integer expression>; 
the number of observations: N. 
< integer expression>; 
the number of parameters: m. 
<procedure>; 
this procedure is described in item 2 and 3. 
< integer expression>; 
the maximum number of iterations of the 
optimization process. 
< real expression>; 
The optimization process is deemed to have 
converged if the final (estimated) 
improvement in S(p) (i.e. ls(p)-S(p+dp)I) is 
less than 
converge* S(p) 
This test arises from the fact that the 
difference between S(p) and S(p), evaluated 
on the boundary of the confidence region, is 







It seems reasonable that some small function 
fraction of this should be used as convergence 
criterion. 
< real expression>; 
a parameter which controls the relative local 
error bound during the integration process. 
During the last iteration step of the 
optimazing process eps is replaced by eps/10. 
~ 
< integer expression>; 
the maximal number of meshpoints that will 
be used by the integrating procedure, between 
two &ifferent observation times tobs[i] and 
tobs[i+1]. 
< boolean expression>; 
In order to make efficient use of the 
integrating procedure, 'stiff' can be set 
true, if the user knows that stiff differential 
equations will be integrated. 
< real expression>; 
F (m, N-m), fa is the a-point of the 
a 
F-distribution with npar and nobs-npar degrees 
of freedom. The confidence regions at level a 
will be printed. 
OUTPUT. 
As we mentioned before, a call of procedure 'odeparest' 
only results in some printed output. 
This printout can be of three kinds. 
1) Results for each iteration, associated with the fitting 
of the data. 
2) Diagnostic printout. 
3) Final results, which include para.meter values, 
confidence regions, correlation- and covariance-matrices. 
We describe the printout in more detail. 
1) An iteration is called successful, if S(p ) < S(p ld) new o 
holds for the new estimate p of p. new 
a) Each successful iteration results in the printout 
'iteration number' and the number of the iteration 
performed. The following additional results will be 
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'computed residue': 
' computed standard 
'estimated residue' 
'estimated standard 
I IY(p) 11; (see equation ( 1.2)) 
2 1 
error': (I IY(p)\ \ /(N-m)) 2 
: 11 Y ( p+ap) I I 2 
2 1 
error': (\IY(p+op)\\ /(N-m)) 2 
'corrections for parameters': op. (1 ~ i ~ m) 
)_ 
'parameter value': (p+op). (1 ~ i ~ m) 
)_ 
These additional results will also be printed after 
the messages: 
b) 'boundary constraints jump': 
the calculated new parameter value violates the 
boundary constraints. Linear interpolation gives 
the maximal permissible jump in the computed 
direction. 
c) 'plus ulta': 
even on the boundaries of the permissible regJ.on the 
minimizing vector p seems to be beyond these 
boundaries. 
d) 'steepest descent': 
the last iteration step was not successful. The old 
value of p J.s maintained and a step according to the 
method of the steepest descent is executed. 
e) 'relation par 1 : 
even steepest descent was unsatisfactory; the last 
jump is repeated with a relaxation factor 
S(p)/(S(p)+S(p+op)). 
2) Diagnostic printouts are: 
'strong nonlinearity' 
The differential equation seems to be a very nonlinear 
one. This may result in a long computing time, since 
integration is continued with a smaller steplength than 
specified by 'meshp'. This diagnostic can be avoided 
by choosing a larger value for 'meshp'. However, this 
will not avoid the evil. This diagnostic also can 
appear when fy doesn't represent the Jacobian matrix 
correctly. 
'linear dependence in (dy/dp) [i]' 
'I'he matrix AT A seems to be singular. The initial 
estimate or the set of sample-times {tobs[i]/1~i~N} are 
not appropriate to solve the problem. This diagnostic 
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may also occur if fp is not represented correctly. 
'the equation was found to be stiff at t=' 
This message is only given if the formal para.meter 
stiff= false. If the equation appears to be stiff in 
the greater part of the integration, it will be 
efficient to set stiff= true. 
'some little problems with stiffness <number>' 
This message is given if a stiff differential 
equation is solved. The< number> indicates the number 
of times that the relative local error bound eps is 
exeeded. If it is a large number (N meshp) it may be 
better to choose a larger number for meshp. 
3) During the last two iterations, information about the 
confidence regio~ and the linear correlation between 
the para.meters is printed. 
This information involves: 
a) the conditional confidence interval: 
the values op. (see equation 3. 4). 
l 
b) the independent confidence interval: 
* ( see equation 3. 5) • the values op. 
l 
C) the correlation matrix, 
d) the covariance matrix and 
e) the principal axes of the confidence region. 
For detailed information see section 3. 
The last iteration is a special one. It computes 
y(t. ,p) with an accuracy eps/70 and it computes 
l 
p+6p even in the case S(p+6p) j S(p). 




integer n,nobs,npar,itmax,meshp; real converge,eps,fa; boolean stiff; 
begin comment The procedures: call ystart,call f,call fy,call fp 
-- define the problem supplied by the user. 
The four procedures inserted here only are examples; 
procedure call ystart; 
begin y[0,1]:= ymax[l]:= ymax[2]:~ 7; y[0,2]:= 0 end; -- -
procedure call f(r); valuer; real r; 
begin f[l]:= -rx((1-yTo,2J)xy[o,l1 - par[2]Xy[0,2]); 
- f[2] := rxpar[ 7 ]x( ( 7-y[0,2])xy[O, 1] -
(par[2]+par[3])xy[0,2]) 
procedure call fy(r); valuer; real r; 
begin fy[1,1]:= -rx(l-y[0,2]); --
- fy[1,2]:= rx(par[2]+y[0,1]); 
fy[2,1]:= rXpar[l]X(l-y[0,2]); 
fy[2,2]:= -rxpa.r[l]X(par[2]+par[3]+y[0,1 ]); 
procedure call fp(r); valuer; real r; 
begin fp[l, 1]:= O; fp[T;"2J:= rxy[0,2]; fp[l,3]:= O; 
- fp[2, 1]:= rx((1-y[0,2])xy[0,7] - (par[2]+par[3])xy[0,2]); 
fp[2,2]:=>-rXpar[1]Xy[0,2]; 
fp[2,3]:=-rxpar[1]xy[0,2] 
end last procedure declared by the user; 
array y[0:7,1:nx(npar+1)],ymax,f[7:n],fy[1:n,1:n],fp[1 :n,1:npar]; 
procpr(s); begin nlcr; printtext(s) end; 
proc fl(r); flot(5,3,r); -
proc pf(s,r); begin pr(s); tab; fl(r) ~; 
proc out(s,r); strings; real r; 
begin inti; if linenumber>50 then new page~ nlcr; 
- pr(s);print(r); --
pf(fcomputed residue (stand.dev.)},comp error); 
fl(sqrt{comp error/(nobs-npar))); 
pf(festirnated residue (stand,dev.)*,est error); 
fl(sqrt(est error/(nobs-npar))); 
pr(fcorrections for parameter}); tab; 
for i:=1 step 1 until npar do fl(delta par[i]); 
pr ( f parameter value}); tab; tab; 
for i:= 1 step 1 ~ npar ~ fl(par[i]); 
nlcr; 
boolean first,adams; integer k,kold,same,fails; 
real x,xold,h,ch,hold,tolconv,tolup,tol,toldwn,aO; 
array a[0:7],dd[0:7,0:n],last delta[l:n], jac[l:n,1:n],const[l:45], 
-- tobs[O:nobs],obs[l:nobs],pa.rl,par,paru[l:npar]; 




value xend,hmin,runax,eps; real xend,hmin,hmax,eps; 
begin comment This sub-procedure 'multistep' is essentially the same 
as the procedure 1MULTISTEP 1 described in Hemker[1971]; 
boolean conv; integer i,j,l,knew,np; 
real chnew,c,error,df'i; array delta,df,y0[1 :n]; 
procedure method; 
begin dd[0,0]:= if ad.ams then - 10600 else x; i:= k:= 1; 
if ad.ams then - -
begin for"const[i]:= 1, 1, 12,2, 1, .5, 1, .5,24, 12, 1,5/12, 1, .75, 
i7"ti,37.89,24,2,.375,1,11/12,1/3,1/24,53,33,37-89,1, 
251/720, 1,25/24, 35/72, 5/48, 1/120, 70.08,53.33, .3158, 
95/288, 1, 137/120, .625, 17/96, .025, 1/120,0, 70.08, 
.07407 do i:= i + 1 
end else -
begin for const[i]:= 1,1,3,2,1,2/3,1,1/3,6,4.5,1,6/11,1, 
'57T1, 1/11,9.167,7.333,0.5, .48, 1, .7, .2, .02, 12.5, 
10.42, .1667, 120/274,1,225/274,85/274,15/274,1/274, 
15.98,13.7, .04167,180/441,1,58/63,5/12,25/252, 




begin j:= (k-1) X (k+8) / 2 + 1; 
for i:= 0 step 1 until k do a[i]:= const[i+j]; a0:= a[0]; 
tolup := (epsxconst[j+k+1TT,n; 
tol : = ( epsxconst [ j+k+2]) ; 




procedure evaluate jacobian; 
begin call fy( -aOxh); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do 
for j:= 1 step 1 until n do jac[i,j]:= fy[i,j]; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do jac[i,i]:= jac[i,i] + 1; 
det( jac,n, pp; 
~ evaluate jacobian; 
procedure calculate step and order; 
begin real a1,a2,a3; same:= 10; 
a1:= if k<1 then 0 else 
0:75x(toldwn/sum(i,1,n,(y[k,i]/ymax[i]),f2))~(0.5/k); 
a2:= o.8ox(tol /error)~ (0,5/(k+1)); 
a3:= if fails~O then 0 else 
0:7ox(tolup7s'um-(i,1,n,((delta[i]-last delta[i])/ 
ymax[i])~))~(0.5/(k+2)); 
if a1>a2 A al>a3 then begin knew:=k-1; chnew:=a1 end else 
if a2>a3 then begin knew:=k ; chnew:=a2 end else 
- -- begin knew:=k+l; chnew:=a3 end -
end calculate step and order; 
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procedure reset step; 
begin real c; 
- ifch < bmin/hold then ch:= hmin/hold else 
if ch> hrnax/hold then ch:= hrnax/hold;--
x: = xold; h: = holdxch; c: = 1; 
for j:=0 step 1 until k do 
begin for~1 step 1 until n do y[j,i]:= dd[j,i] X c; 
--~ C X di--
end; 
evaluate jacobian; 
same:= k + 1 
end re set step; 
procedure begin; 
begin hold:= h:= bmin; ch:= 1; call f(h); 
- for i:= 1 step 1 until n do 
begin dd[O,i]:= yTo,TJ; dd[l,i]:= y[l,i]:= f(i] end; 
faIIs:= kold:= O; k:= 1; order; evaluate jacobian 
end begin; 
if first then 
begin first:= false; ad.a.ms:= lstiff; method; 
- xold:= x; begin; for i:= 1,2,3 do dd[i,O]:= 0 
~; 
for l:= 0 while x<xend do 
begin x: = x+h; 
comment prediction; 
for i:=O step 1 until k-1 do 
for j : = k::i-step -1 until i do 
elmrow(1,n,j,j+1,y,y~ -
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do delta[i]:= O; 
comment correction and estimation local error; 
for l:=1,2,3 do 
begin call f(h); 
- for i:=1 step 1 until n do df[i]:= f[i] - y[l,i]; 
sol(jac,n,pp,df)~ 
conv: = true; 
for i:=---r-s'tep 1 until n do 
begin dfi:~[i]_; __ 
- y[O,i]:= y[O,i] + aOXd.fi; 
y[7,i]:= y[l,i] + dfi; 
delta[i]:= delta[i] +dfi; 
conv:= conv A abs(dfi) < tolconv X ymax[i] 
end; 
IT"conv then 
begin errcir':= sum(i,1,n,(delta[i]/ymax[i]),112); 
-- goto convergence 
end 
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comment acceptance or rejection; 
if lconv then no convergence: 
begin if h<brninX1 .0001 then 
begin pr( t strong nonlinearity}); bmin: = brnin/4 end; 
ch:= ch/4; reset step 
end else convergence: 
if error>tol then error test not ok: 
begin fails:=fails + 1; 
if h>brninx1 .0001 then 
begin if fails>2 then 
begin k:= O; reset step; begin~~ 
begin calculate step and order; 
end 
end else 
if knewrk then begin k:= knew; order end; 
ch:= chXchnew/fails; reset step -
if adams then 
begin ad~ false; method;order;reset step~~ 
if kf1 then 
begin k:=1; order; reset step end else 
begin dd[2,0]:= dd[2,0] + 1; goto e'rror test ok end 
end else -
error test ok: 
begin fails:= O; 
if k>2 then begin for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
elincolvec(2,k,i,y,a,delta[i]) end; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do if abs(yTo,"i])>ymax[i] 
- then'"yiiiax[i] :=abs(yTo,TI); 
same: =same - 1; 
if same=1 then begin for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
last delta[i]:=delta[i] end else 
if same=O then - --
begin calculate step and order; 
if chnew>1.1 then 
begin same:= k+1; 
end 
if knewrk then 
begin if knew>k then 
begin for~ step 1 until n do 
y[knew,i]:= delta[i]xa[kl7knew 
end; 
k:= knew; order 
end; 
if chnew> bmax/h then cbnew: = brnax/h; 
h: = h X chnew; c: = 1; 
for j:=1 step 1 until k do 
begin c:=""c'x chnew; -
end 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do 





for i:= 1 step 1 until n do 
for j:= 0 step 1 until k do d.d[j,i]:= y[j,i]; 
if hf= hold then 
begin ch:= h/hold; c:= 1; 
- for j:= 1 step 1 until kold do 
begin c: = exch.i 
end; 
- for i:= n+1 step 1 ~ nnp do 
y[j, i] := y[j, i]xc; 
~; hold:= h; 
if k>kold then 
for i:= n+Tstep 1 until nnp do y[k,i]:= O; 
kold: = k; XO~ x; ~ 1; 
evaluate jacobian; call fp(h); 
for i:= 0 step 1 until k-1 do 
for j: =k-1 step -Tuntil i do 
eimrow(n+1,riiip,"j,j+1,y,y,1); 
for j:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
begin np:= jxn; - -
-- for i:=1 step 1 until n do yO[i]:= y[O,np+i]; 
for i: =1 step 1 until n do df[ i]: = 
fp[i,j] -rnatvec(1,n,i,fy,y0)/a0 - y[1,np+i]; 
sol(jac,n,pp,df); 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
eimcolvec(O,k,np+i,y,a,df[i]); 
integer i,j,l,cobi,iteration,nnp; bool further; 
real old comp error,comp error,est~or,tobsdif,bound,b,r; 
array aux[0:2],em[0:5],delta par,aid,va1[1:npar], delta obs[1:nobs], 
aa[1:nobs,1:npar],ata,q[1:npar,1:npar]; ~ array ci,ich[1:npar]; 
aux[O]:= 10-10; em[O]:= 10-11; em[2]:= 10-6; em[4]:= 5xnpar; 
old comp error:= 10600; further:= true; tobs[O]:= O; 
data(nobs,tobs,cobs,obs,npar,parl~,Paru); 
nnp: = n + n.xnpar; b: = faxnpar/ (nobs-npar); 
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for iteration:= 1,iteration+1 while further,iteration do 
begin if lfurther ~ eps: = eps/ 10; -
comment integration of the differential equations; 
for i:= n+1 step 1 until nnp do y[O,i]:= o; x:= tobs[O]; 
call ystart;71rst:= true; -
for i:= 1 step 1 until nabs do 
begin tobscIT"f:= tobs[i] - tobs[i-1]; if tobsdif>O then 
multistep(tobs[i],tobsdif/meshp,tobsdif,ep~ 
tobsdif:= (tobs[i] - x)/h; cobi:= cobs[i]; 
delta obs[i]:= obs[i] - sum(l,O,k,y[l,cobi]xtobsdif,f\l); 
for j:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
aa[i,j]:= sum(l,O,k,y[l,nxj+cobi]Xtobsdif,f\l); 
comment diagnostic printout; 
if further then else 
for i:= 1 step l"""uritil nabs do obs[i]:= delta obs[i]; 
if lstiff i\a.d[o,o]F10600 then 
pf(fthe equation was found~be stiff at x =},dd[O,O]); 
if dd[2,0]~0 then 
begin pf(fsomeTittle problems with stiffness},dd[2,0]);nlcrend; 
comment minimization; 
comp error:= sum(i,1,nobs,delta obs[i]~); 
old comp error:= old comp errorx(1+eps); 
if lfurther V comp error<old comp error then 
begin comment least squares; --
if npart lsqdec(aa,nobs,npar,aux,aid,ci) then 
begin pr(flinear dependence in (dy/dp)[i]fY; 
further:= false; goto end iteration 
end; 
lsqsol(aa,nobs,npar,aid,ci,delta obs); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
begin deltapar[i]:= delta obs[i]; 
par[i]:= i:a,r[i] + delta par[i] 
end; 
est error:= sum(i,npar+l,nobs,delta obs[i]~2); 
out(fiteration number},iteration); 
end else if est error~O then 
begincornment steepest descent; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
begin ata[i,i]:= tarnmat(l,i-T;"i,i,aa,aa)+aid[i]~; 
i:a,r[i]:= par[i]-deltapar[i]; 
end; 
for j:= i+l step 1 until npar do ata[i,j]:= 
ata[j,i]:= tarnmat(1,i-1,i,j,aa,aa)+aa[i,j]Xaid[i]; 





for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
-- val[i]:= matvec(1,npar;I°,ata,deltapar); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
- aid[i]:= matvec(1,npar;I°,ata,val); 
r:= vecvec(1,npar,O,val,val)/vecvec(1,npar,O,val,aid); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
begin deltapar[i]~und:= rx val[i]; 
- par[i]:= par[i] + bound 
end; est error:= O; 
out(tsteepest descent},r) 
end else 
beginr:= comp error/(old comp error+ comp error); 
- if r > .99 then r:= ,99; 
for i: = 1 step 1 until npar do 
begin par[i] := pa.rIT'J- rXdelta::i;:ar[i]; 
~ delta par[i]:= deltapar[i]X(1-r) 
end; iteration:= iteration+ 1; 
eps:= eps/2; further:= iteration< itmax; 
out(trelaxation par},1-r); 
goto end iteration 
comment constraints; r:= 1; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
begin if par(i]<pa.rl(i] thenbound:=parl[i]-par[i] else 
- if ::i;:ar[i]>pa.ru[i] then bou.nd:=paru[i]-par[i] else 
goto through; bouna::-;-l+bound/deltapar[i]; 
if bound<r ~ r: = bound; through: 
end; 
if O < r /\ r < 1 then 
begin for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
--begin parITJ:= pa.r[i] + (r-l)X delta ::i;:ar[i]; 
- deltapar[i]:= deltapar[i]xr 
end; 
est error:= est error+ rxrx(comp error - est error); 
out(~oundary constraints. jump},r); 
end else if r<O then 
begin fori: =-1 step 1 until npar do 
-- if par[ i]<parl[ i] then par TI]:= parl[ i] else 
If par[i]>paru[i] then par[i]:== pa.ru[i];--
out({plus ultrai>,r~ 
further:== further/\ iteration< itmax-1 /\ 
comp error - est error> converge X est error; 
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comment statistics; 
if 7 further then 
begin for i:=7step 1 until npar do 
- begin ata[i,i]:= q[i,i]:= 
end; 
tammat(1,i-1,i,i,aa,aa) + aid[i]xaid[i]; 
for j:= i+l step 1 until npar do 
ata[i,j]:= ata[j,i]:= q[i,j]:=-
tarnmat(l,i-1,i,j,aa,aa) + aa[i,j]Xaid[i]; 
if qrisym(q,npar,val,em)to then 
pr(fqrisym doesnot convergei); 





pr(fconfidence interval (cond.)}); tab; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
fl(sqrt(bxes=t°error/ata[i,i]TT; 
detinv(ata,npar); 
pr({confidence interval (indept.)}); tab; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
fl(sqrt(bxes=t°errorxata[i,i]TT; 
if linenumber + 2Xnpar>53 then new page else nlcr; 
pr(frelationships between parameters}); 
pr(fcorrelation matrix}); space(22); 
printtext(fcovariance matrix}); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
begin nlcr; for j:=1 step 1 until npar do 
begin if i=j then space(40); fl(ifi>j then 
ataf'i,j]/sqrt(ata[i,i]xata[j-;J']) else ata[i,j]) 
end; --
end; nlcr; 
pr(fprincipal axes (direction cos and conf' interval along each axis)}); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until npar do 
end; 
begin nlcr; for j:= 1 step 1until npar do fl(q[j,i]); 
space(lli fl(sqrt(bxest error/val[IT)) 
end; new page; 




pr({:residuals, specified for each observation,}); 
for i:= 1 step 1 until nobs do 
begin r: = tobs[ i]; if r>tobsdif then nlcr else tab; 





In the body of procedure 'odeparest' a number of procedures 
are not declared. These procedures (library routines of the 
EL XS system of the Mathematical Centre) are: 
matvec, ta.mmat, elmrow, elmcolvec, ichrow, ichcol, 
det, sol, detinv, lsqdec, lsqsol, qrisym 
(see: Dekker [1968] and Dekker and Hoffmann [1968] ) 
and: 
nlcr, tab, space, print, printtext, absfixt, flot, 
new page, linenumber, sum 
(see: Grune[1972] ). 
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6 Problems solved 
6.1. The ESCEP problem 
Our first example originates from biochemistry. 
A set of couples chemical reactions 
kl -E+Si- c 
''"-1 
is given a catalyst E combines with a reactant Sat one stage 
and is regenerated in a subsequent stage of the reaction. The 
problem is to find the rate constants k 1, k_ 1 and k 2 from obser-
vations on the overall reaction rate (i.e. velocity of generation 
of the product P). 
Rescaling the problem in some convenient way (see Heineken 
et al.Q967J), we obtain a description of the system as an initial 
value problem: 
ds/dt = -( 1-c)s + qc 
dc/dt = M( (1-c)s (p+q)c) 
s(o) = , c(O) = 0, 
Observations on s(t) and c(t) can be made and the unknown (posi-
tive) parameters M, p and q have to be determined. 
In order to test our algorithm we generated some experimen-
tal values s(t.) and c(t.) (i=l,2, ... ,23) using the parameter 
l l 
values 
M = 1000 
p = 0.99 
q = 0.01 
These parameter values require that we are dealing with a stiff 
system of diffential equations. 
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We can distinguish a short initial period in which c(t) in-
creases rapidly and a period in which the steady state hypothesis 
holds. This represents a conman type of enzymatic reaction in 
biochemistry: after a rapid generation of the complex C there 
is a period in which the Michaelis - Menten approximation holds. 
We made five different tests: 
1) we used 23 observations on each of the two components of the 
system, s(t) and c(t). 
The observations were taken from the initial period as well 
as from the pseudo-steady state period. 
2) Only the 23 observations on the component c(t) were taken. 
3) 12 observations were taken on the component c(t) (every 2nd 
observation of test (2) was left out). 
4) Only the 12 last observations from test (2) were used. All 
observations are in the pseudo-steady state region. 
5) Only the 12 first observations from test (2) were used. Most 
observations were taken from the initial period. 
We note that in tests 1), 2) and 3) our algorithm works highly 
accurate, since the quality of the observations was perfect : (a) 
four digits are correct (b) the observations contain information 
from the initial and from the pseudo-steady state period. In test 
4) the parameter Mis only approximately correct (1239 in stead 
of 1000) since this parameter, which is responsible for the initial 
period, is badly defined by the experimental observations. 
In test 5) the parameter Mis approximately correct but the other 
parameters are not determined at all since not enough information 
is available from the pseudo-steady state region, 
NOTE: A component of the correlation matrix which approximately 
equals one, means that the algorithm cannot fix the para-
meter vector in some linear subspace of the parameter 
space. 


























































6EGi~ ,o~~tUI THE ESCEP PROBLEMJ 
EfQC OCEPAREST(N,NOBS,NPAR,DATA, ITMAx,cnNV!RGE,CPS,MESHP,STlff,FA)l 
~AL N,NOBS,NPAR, ITYAX,CONVERGE,EPS,MESHP,STifF,fAl 
1~! N,NOSS,NPAR, ITMAX,MESHP; BEA~ CONVERGE,EPS,FAl 600L STJfFJ 
Dti!~ ,cM~E~I THE PRoCEouREs: CALL Y~TART,CALL f,CALL FY,CALL rP 
DEFINE TrlE PROBLEM SUPPLttO UY THE USER! 
eBQC CALL YSTARTJ 
BEil~ Y(O,il :: YMAX[i)I~ YMAX[2]1: 1; Y[0,2):c· 0; OUTC 
E~Q; 
~ace CALL F(R)l tBL R; BtAL RI 
B~~~~ CF:: Cr•ll 
F(ll:= •R•((1•Y(0,2lJ*Y[0,1l • PAR[2l*Y[0,2l)J 
F[2):: R*PAR[1l*((l•Y[0,2])4Y(0,1J - (P~R(2J•PAR[3l)*vf0,2l) 
Ei:jQ 
~BQ CALL rY(R)J ~AL, RI 8~81., Rl 




e8Q CALL F'P(R)J y;a1,. RJ 81;6\, Rl 
fY(1,2Jlc R•(PAR(2]+V{0,1))1 
FY[2,21 ::•R*PAR[1_!•(PAR[2l•PAR[3J•Y(O,{l)J 
a,§!:! FP[1,1]!= OJ rP!1,21:~ R•Y[0,2]1 PP[1,3]:= 01 
Et1C! J 
FP(2,1JI: R•C(1-V[0,2l>•Y(0,1l • (PAR(2]+PAR(3ll•Y[0,2lll PP[2,2l l= -R•PAR(1J~Y[0,2)1 
FP(2,JJ:=-R*PAR[iJ•V[0,2l1 CPP:e CFP+1 
ABBAY Y[017,1:N•(NPAR+1)JiYMAX,f(l!NJ,fY(1lN,1JN],fP(1:N,1lNPAR]J 
fBQ~ PR(s); 6~,cl~ NLCRJ PRINTTEXT(Sl ,~21 
EEO~ FL(R)l FLOTCS,3,R)J 
1:BQ~ Pf(S,R): 6i;;f.ilt:! PR(S)) TABI fL(R1 EUQJ 
eeor; OUT(S,R)J S!Bl!:i~ S; BEAL. RI 
~~&l!:i l!:iI 11 ir LiNENUMetR~50 I~~~ NlW PAG! EL.S~ NLCR; 
pR(S); PR1N~(Rll 
EtHl I 
pf(~COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.UEV,lf,COMP ERROR)J 
F'L(SQRT(CQ~~ ERROR/(NOBS•NPAR)))I 
pF({EST 1 MATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.Jt1EST ERROR); 
rL(SORT(EST ERROR/(N08S•NPAR)))I 
pR(<CORRECTtoNS FOR PARAMETER))! TAB; 
r-:QB 1::il sne l ut:JilL. NPAR QQ l'L(DELTA PAR(IJ)i Nt.CRJ 
pR(<PARAM(TE'l VALUE}); TABI TA!'ll 
[QB I:: 1 SI~e 1 ~~!!~ NPAR QQ PL(PAR[l))I 
8QQL F'1RST,ADAMSl l~Il&E8 K,KOLD,SAME,PAILSJ 
BEAL X,XoLD,H,CH,MDLD,TOLCONV,TOLUP,TOL,TOLDWN,AOI 
8BB~X A(o:71,DDC0:7,0:NJ,LAST OELTAt1:NJ, JAC[11N,1lN],CONST[1:4,l, 
TOBS[Q;N05SJ,06S[11NOBSJ,PARL 1 PAR,PARU[11NPAR]i 
!~I aBB&Y CCBS[1lN06S),PP(ilNJJ 
EBQt MULTISTEP(XEND,HMIN,HMAX,EP5)J 
Y:4LUt XEND,HMIN,HMAk,EPS: B~AL XlND,HMIN,HMAX,~PSI 
~r~!~ ~QOLE&~ CONv; i~Iti~B i,J,L,KNEW,NPI 































































8 13681,138 PHEMKER 7 
f: tlQ I 
TAMMATC1, 1•1, 1, I ,AA,AA) +· AIOI I l•AtD[ 1 l J 
t0B, ,JI• I +1 ue:e 1 UtlIJ.I. NPAR QQ. 
ATA11,J)1: ATA!J,1]1• Q[l,J)II 
·TAMMAT~1, I •1, I ,J,AA,AA) + AA[ I ,.J.l•AID[ I JI 
.LE QRISYM(Q}NPAR,VAL,EM) ♦ n !~Ct! 
PR({ORISVM OOESNOT CONVERGEt)J 
1:gs I I a NPAR Ute •1 Ul:II.LL 1 1212 J.t CI t I l ♦ I ::tt:U;;U 




PR({CONflDENCE INTERVAL (COND,)t)I TAB; 
tCB I 1= 1 srte 1 !JUI.LI. NPAR Qg fL(SQRT(B•EST ERRORIATA[1;11,,, 
OETlNV(ATA,NPAR)l PR(~CONFIOENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,l~)l TABI 
EOB II• 1 UEf 1 Utl!ll. NPAR QQ fL.(SQRTIB•EST ERROR*ATA[l,IJ))J 
.LE L.INENUMBER + 2•NPAR>53 I~E~ NEW PAGE ELSE NLCRl 
PR({REL.ATIONSHIPS UETWlEN PARAMETERStll 
pR({CORRELATION MATRIX~)JSPACEl?.2)lPRINTTEXT(~COVARIANCE MATRIX~ll 
tOB 11 ■ 1 SIEe 1 Utlill. NPAR Qg 
BEi.Ltl NLCRJ EQB J:~1 Stte 1 lltlI.LL NPAR QQ 
BE!i.LN .LE l•J I8EU SPACE(40ll fL(.Lf l)J I~EN 
ATA[l,J]/SyRTCATA[l,ll•ATA[J,J)) f;LSE ATA[l,Jl) 
ttll2J 
UIQJ NLCRJ 
PR(tPRINC:IPAL AXtS (DIRECTION COSIN~S ANO CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ALONG EACH-AXtS)t)1 
Et!Dl 
E08 II• 1 Sitf 1 Utlill. NPAR Qg . 
BE~.Ltl NLCRJ !QB J:: 1 ~IEe 1 UNI!I. NPAR QQ F.L(Q[J,1111 
SPACE ( !5) l F.L ( SOR"!' ( BttEST ERROR/VAL [ I J)) 
!t!QJ NEW PAGE; . 
OLD COMP ERROR:a COMP ERRORJ ENO ITERATION: 
ttfQ ITERATION; 
TOBSOIF.l: TOBSIO]l PR(~RESIOUALS, SP~CIFIED POR EACH OBSERVATION,t)I 
tCB 11= 1 S!Ee 1 Ut!I.LL NOBS 00 
CtG.Ltl RI: TOBSll]J ~E R)TOSSDIF. I~Etl NL.CR tLSE. TABl TOBSOIF.I• RI 
A5Sf1XT(3,0,l)I SPAc;t(3)l fL(OSS[I)) 
E~D 
tt!D OOEPARESTJ 
eac, READ OBS ANO PAR(NOBS,TOBS,COBS,OBS,NPAR,PARL,PAR~PARU)J 
§1;:!i.1.tl !tlI 11 BtllL R,SI NL.CR; PR(~THE -OBSERVATIONS WERE:}ll PR(~- I - - TOBS[IJ COSS[IJ -08S[lltll 
tl'IQI 
TOBS(OJ:• S1• READI NLCR; ABSF.IXT(l,0,0)J SPACE(3)J FL(TOBS[OliJ 
E0B 11• 1 SlEf 1 UtlI.LI. NOBS UQ 
BtG.LN TOBS(l]I• RI• READl COdS[l]I• READJ OBS[I]: ■ REAOI .L! R>s ·r~!tl NLCR tLSE 'TABJ s:• RJ 
AeSr1xT(3,0,1)1 SPACl::(3)1 F.L(R)I F.IXT(3,0,coesc1n1-SPAC!(2)1 FL(OBSill)J 
Etl0l NLCRJ NLCRJ PR(1THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES WERElt)l 
pR(~ I PARLWB( I] P,.R[ I I PARUPB( I a> l 
ECB 11: 1 SIEf 1 Ut!I.L~ NPAR UQ 
BEG.Lt! PAR\.[1J:• READ: PAR[ll:• R!ADJ PARU[l]:11 READJ NL.CAI 
ABSl'IXT(3 1 0 1 l)I EQB Ml• PARL[l),PAR[IJ;PARU[IJ QQ DC!iltl l"L(R)J-SPACE(~l 11:t:ICII 
tliDI NEW PAG!J 
eac, PR(s); BEG!tl NLCRJ PRINTT!XT(S) tNQI 
ea0, PIS,R)J DE!i.Ltl PR(S); TABI PRINT(R) ttlDJ 
ea0, fL(R)I fLOT(5,3,Rll 
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J.t:II CF, CFY ,Cl'P l 
£Bill: OUTcl 
6EGJ.M J.!:jI Rl NLCRJ S?ACE(100)1 J.E -CFaO I~E~ 
Et:IDJ 
BEGJM SPACE(6)1 PRl~TTEXT(tEVALUATIONS ort,, NLCRJ SPACE(106)JPRINTTEXT(tl' 
E08 R:= Cl',CFY,CFp QQ ABSl'IXT(6,0,R)J 
cf:: CFYl ■ CFPl• 01 
2801: JOB(N,NOBS,NPAR,ITMAX,CONVERGE,~PS,MESHP,STll'F',FAjJ 
~AL N,NOBS,NPAR,ITMAX,CONVERGE,MESHP,STIFF,FAJ 
J.MI N,NOBS,NPAR, ITMAX,MESHPJ BE6L CONVERGE,EPS,l'AI §QQL STIFFJ 
Dti!U BtAL TIMI 
PR(tPROCEOURE OOEPAREST WAS ~ALLED WITH THE PARAMETERS:*)! 
p(~N =>.,N)I P(tNPAR =t,NPAR)I P(tNOBS •t,NoaS)J P(t1TMAX=t, 1TMAX)1 
P(tCONVERGC =},CONVERGE); P(<EPS :t,EPS); P(tMESHPa*,MESHP)I 
PRC{ST!FFa *>l TABI JE STIFF I~EM PRINTTEXT(~ IBUE>.) ELSE PRINTTEXT(~ EALSE~II 
p(~FA ~ >,,FA)J PR(tTHE CONFIDENCE REGION AT LEVEL A IS PRINTEO>.)J 
F'Y 
pR(~FA IS THE A-POINT OF THE F-OISTIBUTION WITH t!PAR ANO NOBS-NPAR DEGREES or l'REEOOM),)J 
NLCR; er:. crv:. CFP:= O; TIMI• TIME; 
oDEPAREST(N,NOBS,NPAR,READ OHS 4ND PAR,ITMAX,CONVERGE,£P9,MESH~,sT1FF,FA)I 
TIM:: TIME•TIMI our,, N~CRINLCR: N~CRI 
00 
FP}) EtH2 ELSE 
?R(tTHE ENTIRE CALCULATION CoNSIJMEDt>J ABSFIXT(J,2,TIM)I PRINTTEXT(tSEC, ON THE EL ·xB.tll 
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PROCEDURE OOEPAREST WAS CALLED WITH THE PARAMETERSJ 
N :I +2 
NPAR :r +3 
NOBS ■ +46 
ITMAX• +16 
CONVERGE• +,1coooooooooo1 .. - 1 
EPS = +,9999999999999 ... 4 
Mf;SHP• •100 
ST I f'l':1 e:e.1.~, 
f'A " +,427999999999911+ 1 1S PRINTED THE CONFIDENCE REGION AT LEVEL A 
FA IS THE A•POINT OF THE F•OIST1BUT10N WITH NPAR AND NO~S•NPAR 0[GR£!8· OF FREEDOM 
THE 06SERVATIONS WEREI 
I TOSS [ 11 COBS! I! 085 [I] 
0 +, 0 1000 .. - 0 
1 +, 2 1 000 .. - 3 +1 +,99980 .. - 0 
3 +,4·;000 .. - 3 ·+1 +,99970 .. - 0 
5 +,6J00011- 3 +1 +,9996011- 0 
7 +,8.1000 .. - 3 .. 1 +,99960,.- 0 
9 +, 1·1DOO,.• 2 ·+1 +,99960 .. - 0 
11 +,1looo .. - ?. •1 +,99950,.- 0 
'..3 +,14000 .. - 2 ~'.I. •,99950,.- 0 
,_5 •, 10000 .. - 2 •1 .+,99950,.- 0 
~7 +,1d00011• 2 :'"1 +,99950 .. - 0 
t9 +,21000 .. - ?. +1 +,99950,.- 0 
21 +·, 2JOOO,.• 1 •1 +,99940,.- 0 
23 +,4-100011• 1 ., +,9993011• 0 
25 ♦ ,6·1000,.- 1 +1 ♦ ,99920,.. 0 
27 +,8JOOO .. • 1 +1 +,9991011• 0 
29 +. 1.1000 .. - 0 +1 +,9990011• 0 
31 +,1il000w+ ,. •1 +,99450 .. - 0 
33 ... 2.1000 .. + 1 +1 +,98950 .. - 0 
35 +,51.1000 .. + 1 +1 +,9747011• 0 
37 +,lJ00011+ 2 +t +,95020 .. - 0 
39 +,1!iOOO,.+ :, +1. +,92b0010• 0 
41 +,21000,.+ 2 +1. +,9021011• 0 
43 +,2;100011+ P. ·•1 +,8786011• 0 
45 • ,3·1000,.+ 2 +1 +,8553011• 0 
TH! PARAMETER ESTLMAT£S WERE: 
I PARLW8(1J PAR(IJ 
1 +,OOOOJ11•· 0 ·+,1600011+ 4 
2 +,ODOOJ,.. 0 +,8000011• 0 
3 +,OOOOJ,. •. O· •+,1200011+ 1 
PARUP8( 11 
·•. 2500011• 4 
+,20000 ... 1 
+,20000 .. + 1 
2 +, 20000 .... - 3 +2 +,1648011• 
4 •.•0000 .. -• 3 +2 +,27530 .. -
6 +,60000 .. -- 3 +2 +,34930 .. -
8 +,8000011•· 3 +2 +,39900 .. -
10 +,10000 .. -• 2 +2 +,43220 .. -
12 +,12000 .. - 2 +2 •,45450 .. -
14 +,1400011• 2 +2 .. ,46950 .. -
16 +,1600011•· 2 +2 +,47950 .. -
18 + .18000 .. - 2 +2 +,48620 .. -
20 •, 20000 .. -- 2 +2 ·+,49070 .. -
22 ·+,2000011-· 1 +2 +,49990 .. -
24 +,40000 .. - 1 +2 +,49980 .. -
26 +,6000011• 1 •2 +,4998011• 
211 +,8000011•· 1 +2 +,49980 .. -
30 +,10000 .. - 0 +2 +,4998011• 
-32 +,10000 .. + 1 +2 +,49860 .. -
34 +,20000 .. +• 1 +2 +,49730 .. -
36 +,!1000011+ 1 •2 +,49360 .. -
38 •,1000011+• 2 +2 +,48720 .. -
41) •,1500011• 2 •2 +,48080 .... 
42 +,2000011•· 2 •2 +,47430 .. -
44 +,2500011+· 2 -+~ +,4677011• 
46 +,:,0000 .. +- 2 +2 ·+,46100 .. -
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THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIF, AT X. • +,115?2w•· 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS ·+,10000•+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
+. 71050,.+ 
+,56079,.+ 
-.1:so12 .. + 
1 +,40649,.- 0 
1 +,36113 .. - 0 
4 +,11222 .. + 1 •,23,27w+ 1· 
PARAMETER VALUE +.29883,.+ 3 +,19222-• 1 •,11527•• 1 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, JUMP+,5100630429897•• 0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,71050•+ 1 +,40649,.• 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,59974,.+ 1 +,37346w• 0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER •,66368,.+ 3 +,57238w•· 0 •,12000w ♦· 1 
PARAM!Tl!:R VALUE +,93632 .. + 3 +,13724,.+ 1 •,00000 ■•· 0 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STl~F AT X • +,16194.• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,10000 ■+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +2 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV.) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
♦ ,1-4767 .. -
+. 27718,.-
+, 38729,.+ 
0 +,58602 .. -
3 +,25389,.• 
2 -.44803 .. -
1 
2 
0 +·, 93!545..- 2-
PARAMETER VALUE +.97505~+ 3 +,92434 .. - 0 •~93545 ■ • 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X • +,18U7611• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +i10000,.+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +3 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 





+,99852 .. + 
2 +,10570 .. -
5 +,15924 .. -
2 +,6J419,.-
3 +,98776,. .. 
1· 
3 
1 •,!56110411 11 • 3 
0-·+,99196.•· 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE $TIFF AT X ■ +,13U05,.•· 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STtFFNESS +,10000 ■ + 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
ESTIMATED. RESIDUE (STAND;DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
+,87965 .. - 5 ·+,45229.-




2 +·,6781111 .. , 4, 
PARAMETER VALUE +.10002,.+ 4 +,98996.- 0 •,99874■•· 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To 8E STIFF AT X- • ·+,12073 ■•· 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIF,NESS +,10000■ + 1 
00 
!VALUATtONS OF 
·r rv F, 
328 162 1•0 
189 102 94 
189 99 92 
162 85 78 
I \ 
~ ..., 
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ITl:RATION NUMBER ., - ---·~--
COMPUTED REilDU[ (BTAND,D[V,) +,17284•• 6 ·+ ,-6339911• 4 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) +,7887611• 7 +,4282911• 4 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,7104911- 1 +,5938, .. - !S +·, 106B511•· 4. 
PARAM!TER VALUE +,1000211+ 4 +,9899711• 0 +,9998111• 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X ■ -+~12673,.•· 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,1000011+ 1· 
ITERATION NUMBER +6 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) .. ,8042311• 7 +,4324711•· 4 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAN·O.OEV,) •.7718111• 7 +,42366 .. • 4 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,6869211• 2 -.425513 .. - 6· +, 1991h,.· ,. 
PARAMETER VALUE +,1000:s ... 4 +,9899711• 0 +,1000011-· 1· 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X ■ ·+, 12b7211" 0 
SOME LITTLE PR05LEMS WITH. STIFFNESS +,1000011+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER •7 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,7702711• 7 +,4232400• 4· 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAN~,Dl!:V,) +,7691411• 7 +,42293,.- 4 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMET~R +,7468811• 3 •,1106711• 6 .. ,37276 .. - 6· 
PARAMETER VALUE ·+ ,1000311+ 4 +,9899711• 0 •.10000.- 1· 
CONF'·I 01!:NCE INTERVAL (CONO,) + ,,35182 .. • 0 +,14758,.- 3 +,5304011•· !i• 
CONF'IDENCE INTERVAL (INOEPT,) +,37275,.- 0 +,15651.- J + ,53096 .. -· !I 
RELATIONSHIPS BEtWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATR~X 
3 -·, 26443 .. -· .1 
+,3300411• 0 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
•~60497.+ 7 ·+,8383311+ 
·+, 1066!5,.+ 1 -.1,,oa ••. 2-------------·· 






6 +,1651:? .. - 2 
.j -.10000 .. • i 
i +,1:sa,, •• :s 
COSIN~S AND CONFIDENCE: INTERVAL. 
+,1000011• 1 +,5304011• 5 
+,16,12 .. - 2 +,1477411• 3 
•,43?1111• 8 +,37215,.- 0 
♦ ·,1227511•· 2 
ALONG EACH AXIS) 
-- ------- --- ---------
----------
01! 
160 84 n 
160 84 17 
4 
. '~ 
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THE EQUATION WAS rouND To BE STIF, AT x. • +,11J94 .. • 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLtMS WITH STIFFNESS +i10000•+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +8 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRtCTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CONO,l 







7 +,36593 .. -
7 +,30200 .. -
0 +, 30690 .. -
3 +.99001),.. 
0 +,10541),.-




0 +,10000 .... 
3 +,37908 .. -






RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CO~RELATION MATRIX 
+'t62801.+ 7 •. 85279,..• 3 •,28560 .. -
+,3296211• u 




+.1.0000 .. + 
AXES (DIRECTION 
6 +,16496 .. -· 2 
..S -.10000,.+ 1 
l +,13579,.• 3 
+,106,9,.+ 1 •,15691"• 
+,1229011• 
COSINES ANO CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ALONC. EACH AXIS) 
+,10000 .. + 1 +,37908 .. - 5 
+,1649611• 2 +,10551 .. - 3 
•.45477,.• 8 +,2712611• 0 
00 
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RESIDUALS. SP!CIYl!D YOR EACH OBSERVATION, 
1 -.:s,01e .. - 4 2 •,48515 .. - 4 
3 •,24118 .. -· 4 4 •,28407 .. - 4 
5 •·,4?451'"- 4 6 -,84650,.- 4 
7 +,9.L730 .. - 6 8 •,14189 .. - 4 
9 +,3:>006 .. - 4 10 ·•,7749011• 4 
11 •,4iB23ia• 4 12 •,66609 .. - 4 
13 •,2;959 ... 4 14 •,8543011• ., 
15 •,14997,.- 4 16 -,23427 .. - 4 
17 -.7~200 .. - 5 18 -.36063,.- 4 
19 •,111458 .. - 5 20 •,34154 .. - 4 
21 •·,2/884 .. - 5 22 +.40917 .. - 4 
23 -.2~382 .. - 5 24 ·-, 356 71 .. - 4 
25 •,2IS931,.• 5 26 -.12226 .. - 4 
27 •,211617 .. - 5 28 +,2005411• 4 
29 .,3J339,.. 5 30 +,50819 .. - 4 
31 •,111363 .. - 4 32 ·•, 32695,.- ·4 
33 - ,40349 .. - 4 34 -.80809 .. - 4 
35 +, 2.L362 .. -· 4 36 +.32362 .. - 5 
37 +,3/013 .. - 4 38 -.30868,.- 4 
39 +·, 3,ja40 .. - 4 40 +,1042411• 4 
41 +,3~316 .. - 7 42 +,26133 .. - 4 
43 +,4.1.227 .. - 4 44 +.14388 .. - .4 
45 •,411611 .... 4 46 -;26659 .. - 4 
15, 79 7', 
THE ENTIRE CALCULATION -CONSUMED 131,72 SEC, ON THE.EL X8, 
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PROCEOURE ODEPAREST WAS CALLED WITH THE PARAMET!RSJ 
N a +2 
NPAR • +3 
N08S • +23 
ITMAX ■ •16 
CONVER,£ ■ +,100000000000111• 1 
EPS • ·+,9999999999999w• 4 
MESHP ■ •100 
STIFf'a E&~S~ 
FA • +,494000000000211+ 1 
THE CONFIOENCE REGION AT LEVEL A IS PRINTED 
FA IS THE A•POINT Of TH!': f'•DIST18UTION WITH NP.AR ANO NOBS-NPAR DEliREf:8 Of', FREEDOM 
THE OBSERVATIONS WERE: 
I TUBS[ I] COBS( I] OBS I I I 
0 +,OJ00011• 0 
1 +,2uooo .. - 3 •2 +,1648011• 0 
2 +,4JOOO,.- 3 •2 +,2753011- 0 
3 +,6JOOO,.- 3 •2 +,3493011- 0 
4 + ,8JOOO,o• 3 :.2 +,39900 .. - 0 
5 +,1100011- 2 +2 +,4322011- 0 
6 • .1iooo .. - . 2 +2 +,45450 .. - 0 
7 +,14000 .. - 2 +2 +,46950,.. 0 
8 •.1~000 .. - 2 •2 +,4795011.; 0 
9 +, lti00011 .. 2 +2 +,4862011- 0 
tu +,2:iooo .. - 2 •2 +,4907011• 0 
:l1 +,2JOOO .. - 1 ·+2 +,49990 .. - D 
•.2 •.4·)00011• 1 +2 +,4998011• 0 
13 +,6•J00011• 1 +2 +,49980 .. - 0 
1.4 +, 6•l00011• 1 +2 +,4996011- 0 
15 +,1V00011• 0 +2 +,4998011- 0 
16 +·, 1JOQO.,+ 1 +2 +,49860 .. - 0 
17 +,2.1000 .. + 1 +2 +.49730 .. - 0 
J 8 •,5vooo,.+ 1 •2 +,49360 .. - 0 
19 +·, 1 •Jooo .. + 2 •2 +,4872011• 0 
20 +·, 1, 000 .. + 2 •2 +,4808011• 0 
21 + '2 1J00011+ 2 •2 +,47430 .. - 0 
22 +,2:1000 .. + 2 +2 +,4677011• 0 
23 + '3'100011+ 2 +2 +,46100 ... 0 
TH! PARAMETER ESTIMATES WERE: 
I PARLW6(1] PAR(I] 
1 +.0000~ .. - 0 +,16000 .. + 4 
2 •,0000 ),.. 0 +,80000 .. - 0 
3 +,OOOOJ,.. 0 •. 12000u+ 1 
PARUP8[1] 
+,25000 .. + 4 
+,20000 .. + 1 
+, 20000 .. +· 1 
0!1 
' \ 
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THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE STIFF AT X • ·+,11~72w•· 0 
SOME LITTLE .PROBLEMS WITH ST1FrNESS +,10000w+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +1 
0 
0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
+,17718.+ 1 +,29764.-
+,11735.+ 1 ·+,24223.-
•.12620.+ .4 +,16566.+ 1 •, 30!514wJlo· 1 
PARAMETER VALUE +,33798.+ 3 +,26566.+ 1 •,18514••· 1 
0 
0 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, ~UMP+,3932632438264•• 0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STANP,DEV,) +,17718•+ 1 ·+,29764w• 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,12660"+ 1 +,25160•• 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER •,49631,.+ 3 ·+,73019••· 0 •, 12000.•· 1· 
PARAMETER VALUE +,11037.• 4 +,15301-•· 1 ·•,18190•• 11· 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND ~O BE .STIFF AT X • ·+,46113•• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,10000•• 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +2 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
+,16227 .. -
+,48594i.• 
•,19588 .. + 





0 +·, 969l911• 2 
PARAMETE~ VALUE +,90782,.+ 3 +,86986.- 0 •~96919••· 2· 
THE EQUATION WAS ,ouND TO BE sT1,, ~, x. • +,69112 .. - 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STl,FNESS +,10000•+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER ~3 
1 + ,27368.- 1 
5 ·• ,47345 .. - 3 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,o!V,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
+,14980,.-
+.44831 .. -
-+. 73926 ... 2 +,11379.- 0 +,25278••· 3. 
PARAMETER. VALUE ·+,9817411+ 3 +,9836,,.• 0 +,99447•• 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE STIF, AT X • +,14132-•· 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIF,NESS •• 10000,.+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STANP,D!V,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 






2 +,58868it• 4 
PARAMETER VALUE +,99848.+ 3 +,98985•• 0 +,10004w•· 1· 
THE !QUAT I ON WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X • +, 1299611• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WtTH STIFFNESS +,10000,.+ 1 
00 
EVALUATIONS 0,-
,- FY rp 
328 162 149 
189 101 93 
470 239 232 
168 88 81 
t 
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ITERATION NUMBER +5 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,oEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,-DEV,) 







6 +, 1!S84ilw• 3-
7 ·+,5320611• 4 
1 +.89647 .. - 4 +,275401t•· 
4 +,98994 .. - 0 +,1000411• 
THE EQUATION WAS fOUND To BE STIFr AT X. . ~.12b7411• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STlfFNESS +,10000w+ 1 





COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
·+. 63747 .. -
+, 59899,.• 
+,15156 .. -
7 +,56456 .. -
7 +,54726,.• 
0 +,12546 .. - 4 •, 85614••· 6· 
PARAMETER VALUE +,10002,.+ 4 +,98996,.- 0 +,1000311•· 1 
THE EQUATION WAS rouND To BE STIFF AT X • +,12673,o• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,1000011+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +7 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,-DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARA~ETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (COND,) 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (lND~PT,) 
+,6042211• 7 •.-54964.-
+,60387,.- 7 +,54949,. .. 
+,1388911• 1 +,1180Q,. .. 
+,10002,.+ 4 +,98996 .... 
+,49107,.- O +,20799,.• 
+, 53434,..;. D +,28756,.-
4 
4 
5 •,23603 .... 
D •,100031t• 






RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
+,3923211•· ~ 
•,2221911• J •,64123w• D 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
+v63B07,.+ 7 +,13472,.• 
+,18479,.+ 
4 •,8a111 .. • 2 





+,10000 .. + 
AXES (DIRECTION COSINES AND CoNrlOENCE INTERVAi. 
, +,76114,.• t •.99710,.- 0 +,25389,.. 4 
3 •,99710w• O +,76114w• 1 +,26~26w• 3 
1 +,21113 .. - 3 ·•,1381011• 4 ..,,53434,.. 0 
Al.ONG EACH AXIS) 
00 
·- ---- --
162 85 78 
160 84 77 
\ 
1707?2• 9 8 13681,138 PHENKER 12 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFr AT X- ■ ·+,11393~• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH sr1,FNESS ·+,1000011+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +e 
COMPUTEO RESIOUE (STAND,oEV,) +,4073711• 7 +,45131 .. - 4 
ESTIMATED RESIOUE (STAND.DEV.) +,2218211• 7 +,33303 .. • 4 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER -.27407 .. - 0 ·+, 49294 .. - 4 -•·, 3717211•· ,. 
PARAMETER VAL.UE +,99991,.+ 3 +,99001 .. - D +, 9999D11•· 2· 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CONO,) +,3032911- 0 +,1260411- 3 +, 15439 .. -· 4 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,) +,3299011• 0 +,17410,.- 3 +,20122 .. - 4· 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
REL.ATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PAqAMETERS 
CORRE~ATION MATRIX 
+,39160,o• l 
-.22146 .. - J -.6405611• 0 
+~66216,.+ 1 +,13684,.+ 4 ·•,89~4611+· 2 
+,18440,.+ 1 -,1365311• 0 
+·, 2463511• 1 





j +, 76091,.- · 1 
.S •,99710,.- 0 
l. +,20665,.- :5 
COSINES -ANO CONrlOENCE INT~RVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
+,99710 .. - 0 +.15394,.- 4 
+,76091 .. - 1 +,1606511• 3 
-,135Q8,.- 4 +,32990 .. - 0 
00 
160 84 71 
170772- 9 8 136B1 ,138 PH!MKER. 13 00 
RESIDUALS, SPEClrlED FOR !ACH OBSERVATION} 
l -.4~63611• 4 
2 -.2144611• 4 
3 •,BJ974ao• 4 
4 -.1~932 .. - 4 
5 •,7166611• 4 
6 •,6i17711• 4 
7 •,94434 .. - 5 
8 -.24595 .. - 4 
9 .,3i443 ... 4 
lU •,3769511• 4 
'1 +,31l92511• 4 
j_2 -,31656 .. - 4 
l3 -,14209 .. - 4 
J4 ♦ -1~067..- 4 
15 ♦ ,4~861 .. - 4 
16 •,3439911• 4 
1. 7 •,B2217 .. - 4 
'.8 ♦ ,2/244 .. - 5 
3.9 -.2lias1 .. - 4 
20 ♦ .1~99511• 4 
21 ♦ ,3J29811• 4 
22 ♦ ,2)180,.-. 4 
23 -.1~2os .. - 4 1,, 79 74 




170772• 10 B 13681,138 PH£MKER· 9 
PROCEDURE 00EPAREST WAS CALLEO WITH THE P-RAM£T£RSI 
N • · ♦ 2 
NPAR • -+3 
Noes• +12 
ITMAX ■ +16 
CONVER~E • +,100000000000111• 1 
EPS • +,999999999999911• 4 
~ESHP• •100 
STlffa C6~~C 
FA • .,,386000000000111• 1 
THE CONflOENCE RE~ION AT LEVEL A IS PRINTED 
FA IS THE A•POtNT OF THE F-D1ST1BUT10N WITH NPAR AND N08S•NPAR DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
THE OBSERVATIONS WEREI 
I TUBS( 11 coes r 11 085111 
0 +,OJ00011• 0 
1 +,2JOQO,.- 3 •2 +,1648011• 0 
2 +,6uooo .. - 3 •2 +,34930,.. 0 
3 +.1 iooo .. - 2 ,+2 +,43220 .. - 0 
4 ♦ ,14000 .. - 2 •2 +,4695011- 0 
5 ♦ ,1~00011• 2 +2 +,48620 .. - 0 
6 +,2JOOOao•. 1 +2 +,49990ao• 0 
7 +,61.1000 .. - 1 •2 •.49980 .. - 0 
8 +,1-1000 .. - 0 •2 +,49980,.,;, 0 
9 +.2uooo .. + 1 •2 ♦ ,49730 .. - 0 
10 +,1JOOO,.+ 2 •2 +,48720,.- 0 
11 +.2uooo .... 2 •2 +,47430 .. - 0 
t2 •,3)00011+- 2 +2 •,4610011• 0 
~HE PARAMETER ESTIMATES WERE: 
I PARLWB[II PAR(I) 
1 +.00001.- 0 ♦ ,1600011+ 4 
2 +,OOOOJ,.. 0 +,Boooo .. - 0 
3 +.0000, .. - 0 ♦ ,1200011+ 1 
PAAUPB( I J 
+,25000 .. + 4 




170772• 10 8 13681,138 PH[MKEA 1D 
THE EQUATION WAS f'OUNO TO BE STIFF AT X. • +,10969•• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIPPNESS +,iOOOO•• 1 
ITERATION NUMBER ~1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
+,92495,.-· J +,32058 .. -
+,65942.- 0 +,27068,.-
•,11607,.+ 4 +,14314 .. + 
0 
0 
1 •,2100s.• 1· 
PARAMETER VALUE +,43934»+ 3 -+,22314 ... 1 -~1sooa.•. 1 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, JUMP+,4443101165480•• 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,92495,.• 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,DEV,), +,71184,.• 0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER •,51569,.+ 3 
0 





0 -.12000 .. • 1 
PARAMETER VALUE +,10643,.+ 4 +,14360.+ 1 •,18190.~· 1i 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO SE STlrF AT X ■ '·+,10b20•• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,10000,.+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +2 
COMPUTED RESIDUE ISTAND,oEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,OEV,) 





1 +.8046? .. -
3 +,45352 .. -
3 -,52644 .. -
1 
2 
0 +, 83665,o• 2: 
+,94172,.+ 3 +,90953 .. - 0 +,83665 .. - 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE STlrF AT X • ·+.11~52-•· 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,10000,.+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +3 
COMPUTED RESIDUE tSTAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,OEV,) 





2 +.21298 .. -
5 + ,49115,.-
2 ·+, 76334 .. -
1 
3 
1 +·, 12889.R• e• 
·+,99041,.+ 3 +,96587,.- 0 +,96554.- 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X. • +,10Y38M• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFPNESS +,10000•• 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,pEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,OEV,) 





4 +, 15563 .. -- 2 
? ... , ?2313 .. - 4 
1 ·+,408?1 .. - 2 •~26612~~- 3: 
•,99921,.+ 3 +,9899, .. - 0 +,99215•• 2· 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X a +,10926•• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,10000,.+ 1 
00 
EVALUAT l·ON!I Of' 
f' f'V p~ 
316 1,? 144 
127 -68 60 
115 60 5? 
131 -68 61 
' 
l -
1707?2• 10 8 13681,138 PH!MKER 
ITERATION NUH8ER ♦, 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (BTAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 




6 +,1826, .. -
7 +,3673711• 




3 +,5881211• 4. 
PARAMETER VALUE +,10001.+ 4 +,99006 .. - 0 +,99803.-· 2· 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE ·sTIFF AT X •· . +,10920•• .0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,10000.+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +6 
COMPUT!O RE510UE (STAND,oEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) 




7 +,52667 .. - 4 
7 +,3713'!,.• 4 
0 +,63844 .. - 5 +,14649•• 4· 
PARAMETER VALUE +.10002 ... 4 +,99006 .. - 0 +,99949 .. - 2· 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STfFF AT X ■ +,10920N• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,10000•+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +? 
COMPUTED RE~IOUE (STAND,oEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
















THE EQUATION WAS ,ouND To BE STIF, AT X ~ +.10Y19M• 0 
SOME LITTLE PR08LEMS w·ITH STIFFNESS +,10000•+ 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +8 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER, VALUE 
CONFIOENCE INTERVAL (CONO,) 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (INOEPT,) 
+,12465.- 7 +,37216 .. -
+.12416 .. - 7 +,37142 .. -
+,15564.- ·2 --.36539.-
♦, 1000311+ 4 , ♦, 99906 .. -
·+ i40706.- 0 +,17383 .. -
+.43723.- 0 ·+,23291 .. -
4 
4 
6 +, 99:506io•· 6, 
0 +, 9999?io• 2: 
3 +,17489..• 4· 
3 +·, 2228!5••· 4-
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
+ ,36381••· U 
COVARIANCE M~TRIX 
+W11967•+ 8 +,23191,.+ 
·+,339,?,.+ 
4 ·•·, 1231611+· 3 
1 •,20121-•. 0 




+,1oouo .. + 
AXES (DIRECTl~N COSINES AND CON,IDENCt INT~RVAL 
5 +,60476.- 1 +,99817.- 0 +,174!57 .. - 4 
J •.99817,.• O ·+,60~76,.- 1 +,21734 .. - 3 
1 +,19380,.- 3 -,10292,.- 4 +,43723,.- 0 
ALONG EACH AXIS) 
OD 
131 68 61 
131 68 61 
131 68 61 
~ 
170772- 10 8 13681,138 PHEMKEA 12 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X • +,11'l63w• 0 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,1000011+ 1 . 
ITERATION NUMBER +9 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS rOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONrlOENCE INTERVAL (CONo.) 







7 +,5568711• 4 
7 +. 3.9703 .. - 4 
0 -.9282?. .. - 4 ♦•, 366!'!111• 
3 +,9699711• 0 +,10003 .. -
0 +,18544 .. - 3 +, 20321ie• 





RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATR1X 
+.3049511• ,J 
•,2U3H711• U •,62774 11 - 0 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
♦ ,1235011+ 8 +,?.3794 .. + 
+,34419.,+ 
4 •,13852 .. • 3 
1 •,2251611• 0 
•,37379 .. - 1 
PRINCIPAL 
- • 1.694410• 
+, l 9298,.• 
+,10000 .. +· 
AXES (DIRECTION 
:, +,66880 11 • 1 
3 •. 99??6 11 • ·O 
1 +,1926611• 3 
COSINES ANO CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
+,99776 .. - 0 +,20276 .. - 4 
+,66880.- 1 +,23389,.- 3 
-.1121611• 4 +,47480 .. - 'o 
00 
131 66 61 
170772• 10 8 13681,138 PHEMKER 13 00 
RESIDUALS, SPEClflED fOR EACH 08SERVATIDN, 
1 •,4tl09311• " 2 •.7~14711• 4 
3 ••,64658 .. - 4 
4 •.81488 .. - 5 
5 -.160:54 ... 4 
6 +,6~97511- " 7 +,1~06811- 4 
8 +,7.L642 .. - 4 
9 •,5(22811•· 4 
10 •.1')386,.- 4 
11 +,4)301..- 4 
12 .. ,7~947,.. 5 
147 75 72 
THE ENTIRE -tALCULATION CONSUMEO 115,92 S!C, ON TH! !L kA, 
I \ 
'I 
170772• 8 8 13681 ,138 PHEMKER 9 00 
PROCEDURE OOEPAREST WAS CALLED WITH THE PARAMETERS! 
N II +2 
NPAR 11 -+3 
NOBS : +12 
ITMAXs +16 
CONVERGE= +,1000000000001"• 1 
EPS = +,999999999999911• 4 
MES HP: +100 
STIFF• ~~LS, 
FA : +,366000000000111+ 1 
THE CONflOENCE REGION AT LEVEL A IS PRINTED 
FA IS THE A•POINT OF THE F-DISTl8UT10N WITH NPAR AND N08S•NPAR DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
THE OBSERVATIONS WEREl 
I TOBS[ I) COBS [ I J OBS I I) 
0 +,o.iooo .. - 0 
1 ·+.4\100011• 1 +2 +,4998011• 0 
2 +,6,JQQ011• l +2 +,4998011- 0 
3 +,8J00011• 1 +2 +,49980.- 0 
4 +.11000 .. - D •2 +,49980 .. - 0 
5 +,1:JGOO,.+. 1 •2 +,49860 .. - 0 
6 +,2:JOOO,.+ 1 •2 +,49730.- 0 
7 +,5uooo,.+ 1 •2 +,49360.- 0 
6 •,!J00011+ 2 •2 +,48720 .. - 0 
9 +,1,000 .. + 2 +2 +,48080 .. - 0 
J 0 +,2'100011+ 2· +2 +,47430,.. 0 
~-1 +,2,00011+ 2 •2 +,4677011- 0 
'2 +, 3 JOQO,.+· P. •2 +,4610011• 0 
THE PARAMET~R ESTIMATES W!REt 
I PARLWB[IJ PAR[I] PARUP8[1l 
1 +.00001 .. - 0 •• 10000,.+ 2 ·+,2000011+ 4 
2 •·· 0000 1.,. 0 +,50000 .. - 0 ~.2000011+ 1 
3 +,0000 J,.. 0 ·♦, 50000 .. - 0 +,2000011+ 1 
l \ 
·:. 
170772• 8 8 13681,138 PHEMKER 
1T!RATION NUMB!R +1 
COMPUTED RESIDU! (STAND,D!V.) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) 




1 +,38488 .. -
0 ·+,3230711• 




1 •,6300111• 0 
PARAMETER VALU! +,20240,.+ 2 +,15058 .. +· 1 •,13001.-· 0 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, JUMP+,7936380460351•• 0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +, 13332 .. + 1 +,38488 .. - 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,11874,.+ 1 +.36323 .. - 0 
CORRfCTIONS FOR PARAMETER ·+ ,81267,.+ 1 +,79623 .. - 0 •·, ,0000 ... , 0 
PARAMETER VALUE +,18127,.+ 2 +,12982 .. + 1 •,22737•• 12 
IT!RATION NUMBER ♦ 2 
COMPUT!D RESIDU! (STAND,OEV,) +,71146 .. - 1 +,88911 .. - 1 
!STIMATEO RESIDUE (STANO,OfV,) +,36949.- ,3 +. 6407411• 2 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,13619 .. • 2 -.34389,.- 0 +·, 107311tl'' 
PARAMETER VALU! +,3174611 ♦ 2 +,95434 .. - 0 • I 1073111"" 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE STIFF AT X • +,4nuoo .. - 3 
SOME LITTL! PROBLEMS Wl~H STIFFNESS ·+i2000011+ 1 





COMPUTED RESIDUE (9TAN0,0EV,) 
fSTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
•.14864 .. - ·2 +,12851 .. -
+,20890,.- 4 +,15235,.-
·+,11780.+ 2 ·+,31567,.- 1 • I 9258611•• 3 
PARAMETER VALUE ·+.43526w+ 2 ·+,98590 .. ~ 0 +,98050••· 2· 
TH! EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X- • +.40U00d• 3 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +;2000011+ 1 
ITERATION NVMB!R +4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,32891,.- 3 +,61.1453 .. - 2 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,DEV,) +,70040,.- 6 +,27897 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,13151ao+ ·2 'T, 1959211• 2 +,6285611• 4 
PARAMETER )IAI.V! +,56677 .. + 2 +,98394 .. - 0 +. 9867811"· 2 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE STIFF AT X a +,40uonM- 3 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIF~NESS +,2000011+ 1 
00 
1!:VALUAT IONS ,oF 
r rv r, 
18, 89 84 
477 239 234 
154 79 76 ' 
144 ?5 73 
170772• 8 8 1368 I • 1:58 PHEMl<EA . 11 011 
ITERATION NUMBER . +5 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (BTAND,OEV,) +,37965.- 4 +,2053911• 2 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,4584811• 7 +. 7137 4,.. 4 -·-- - ---- -· 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,1303411+ 2 +,26511 .. -· J ♦ I 6892?jo,-· 4· 
PARAMETER VALUE ♦• 6971111+ 2 +,98421 .. - 0 +,9936811• 2· 
148 77 7~ 
THE EQUATlON WAS roUND To BE STIFF AT x .• +,4ouoo .. - 3 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS • ,1200011+ 2 
ITERATION NUMB!R +6 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,4723011• 5 +. 7244211• 3 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,15631 .. - 7 +,41674 .. • 4 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER ·•, 15652 .. + 2 +,91192 .. - 3 +,287621t•· 4• 
PARAflltTER VALUE +,8536311+ 2 +,98512 .. - 0 +,99655it'" 2 
140 72 70 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X c +,40UOO••· 3 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,12000.+ 2 
ITERATION NUMBER +7 
COMPUTED RESl~UE (STAND,OEV,) +,4831911• 6 + ,23171 .. - 3 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) +.1038311• 7 +,33966 .. - 4 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,.15148,.+ 2 +.68799 .. - 3 •• 7566511"' !5• 
PARAMUER VALUE +,10051 .. + 3 +,91158111• 0 +,99731it• 2 
169 87 79 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO BE STIFF AT X • +.4ouoo, ... 3 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,2200011+ 2 
ITERATION NUMBER +8 
COMPUTlD RESIDUE (STAND,oEV, l ·+. 6472211• 7 ·+,84801 .. - 4 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND:OEV,) +,15466,.- 7 +,41454 .. - 4 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,10587.+ 2 +,32942 .. - 3 •·· 3906411,-· ,. 
PARAMETt:R. VALUf +,1111D11+ 3 +,98614 .. - 0 +,99770 .... 2' 
1,a 81 76 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND TO 8E STIFF AT X ■ +.4nuoo .... 3 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,2200011+ ,. 
ITERATION. NUMBER +9 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,183501t• 7 +,45155 .. - 41 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +.1491911• 7· ·+, 4071'5 .. - 4 " - --~-------·---·-··-
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,55563 .. + 1 +,16825 .. - 3 +,10748 .. - 5 
PARAMUER VALUE +,11665 .. + 3 +,9863111• 0 +,9978111- 2 
--· 1,, 80 16 
I THE EQUATION WAS FO,UND TO BE STIFF ~TX• ·+, 40U0011• 3 
' SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS +,2200011+ 2 
. '~ 
170772• 8 8 13681,138 PHEMKEA 12 
IT!RATION NUM&!R •10 
COMPUTED ·RESIDUE (ITAND,DEV,) •• 1457311• 7 +,4024011• 4 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,OEV,) • ,U46211• 7 +,40086 .. - 4 
CORR!CT IONS l'OR PARAME.TER •• 1165611• ·o -.16476 .. - 4 •·, 2260211•· 6 
PARAMETER· VALUE +,116!5411+ 3 +,98629 .. • 0 •·,99783 .... 2 
CONl'IO£NC! INTERVAL (CONO,). ·• .-4213011+ ·1 •, 16229 .. - 3 •·, 1n57., ... -4-
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,) +,5466111+ ,2 +, 2·1016 .. - 2 +,2313811• 4 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMET!RS 
CORRELATION MATRIX COVARIANCE ~ATRIX 
+ ,99 ◄·1e.- o 







4 •,99745,.- 0 
:t. •,38225,.- 4 
,. 
•~1605711+ 12 +,61377,.• 7· ~,4226311+· .4. 
•,23737,.+· 3 •,3427211•· 1 
+,28i7011•· 1 
COSINES ANO CONl'IOENCE INTERVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
+,99745,.- 0 ·+,1651!5 .. - 4 
+,7131911• 1' ·+,22693,.- 3 
+,26321 .. - 7 +.54661"• 2 
00 
.-
170772• 8 e 13681,13. PH!MKER 1S 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To eE STIF, AT X • +,40000"• 3 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STIFFNESS •~!5200011+ 2 
ITERATION NUMBER •11 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CONO,l 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,) 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
+.1230111• 7 +,36970,.• 
+.1135011• 7 +,3551311• 
+, 7:5885,.+ 1 +,25030,.-
+,12393,.+ 3 +,96654 .. -




3 + ,22481io .. 
0 +,99806 .. -







•,664Y1,.• L •,15921,.• 0 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
+W10285,.+ 12 +,3959011• 
+,15516,.+ 
7 -,3574311• 4 





+. 1.0000 ... 
AXES (DIRECTION 
, +. 70'414 .. - · 1. 
4 •. 99752,.- 0 
.I. +,38492 .. - 4 
COSINES ANO CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
•.99752 .. - 0 +,14410 .. - 4 
+.70414,.• 1 +i20l7811• ~ 
-.34752,.- 7 +.38757 .. + 2 
00 
1!56 eo 76 
" 
110112- e 9 13681,138 PHEMKER. 
RESIDUALS, SPEClrlED roR EACH OBSERVATIONi 
1 •,2Y50BN- 4 
2 •-3~775.- 5 
3 +,2ij449w• 4 
4 +.5~371•- 4 
5 -.2j235 •• 4 
6 •,6~102M• 4 
1 +,1,11s.- ◄ 
8 -.2i111.- 4 
9 +,1b383•• 4 
1U +,2d219u• 4 
11 +,1~223u• 4 
~2 •,3l582•• 4 
14 
THE ENTIRE 'ALCULATION CONSUMED 171,93 SEC, ON THE· EL XA, 
00 
211 110 10, 
,, 
170712- 5 8 13681 ,138 PH!MKER 9 
PROCEDURE ODEPARE&T WAS CALLED WITH THE PlRAMETERSI 
N a +2 
NPAR ■ +3 
~oes • +12 
ITMAX ■ +9 
CONVERGE• +,1000000000001 .. • 1 
EPS • +,9999999999999•• 4 
MESHP ■ +100 
STIFF• taLSt 
fA • +,3860000000001•+ 1 
THE CONflDENC! REGION AT LEVEL A IS PRINTED 
FA 1s THE A•POiNT OF THE ,-01STIBUT10N WITH NPAR AND NOeS-NPAR D!GRE!s·o,, ,REEOOM 




















+·, e.iooo .. -
+, 1J o oo .. -
+,12000 .. -














































I PARLWB!IJ PAR[I] 
1 +,OOOOJ11• 0 ·+,1000011+ 2 
2 +,OOOOJ,.. 0 +,5000011• 0 
3 +.00001 .. - 0 +,50000"- 0 
PARUP8( 1 I 
+,2000011+ 4 
+,20000 .. + 1 
+,2000011+ 1 
00 
- ·- - -- -- ----
1707?2• ' B 13681.138 PH!MK!~ 10 
00 
!V-AI.UATIONS OP' ,, F'V P'II 
ITERATION NUMB!R +1 
COMPUTED R!SIOU! (STAND,O!V,) +,1774911+ 1 +,4440911• 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,D!V,) ♦ ,5!512411• 1 +,78261 .. - 1 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMETER +,31497,.+ 3 +,20610,.+ ' •,2018211+ 
,, 
PARAMETER VALU! +.32497,.♦ 3 +,20611 .. + ' •,2018111• 5'. 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, JUMP+,247747402681911• 4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) +,1774911+· 1 +,44409,.- 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) +,55124 .. - 1 +,7826111• 1 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMETER +.7803311• 2 +,51061,o• 0 •,5000011• 0 
PARAMETER VALUE +,10008,.+ 2 +, 10106 .. • 1 -.00000 .. - 0 
33 24 23 
ITERATION NUMBER •2 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) +,1774911+ 1 +,44409,.- 0 
ESTIMATED R~SIOUE (STAND.DEV,) +,55101 .. - 1 +,78250 .. - 1 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMET-ER +,31500,.+ 3 +.2U596,.+ 5 •,20168,.+ ,. 
PARAMETER VALUE +,3250111+ 3 +,20!397,.+ , •,2016811+ 5 
PLUS ULTRA -9 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STANO,DEV,) +.1774911+ 1 +,44409 .. - 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +.5!5107 .. - 1 +,78250 .. - 1 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMETER +,3150011+ -3 +. 2059611+ , •,2016811• 5 
PARAMETER VALUE +,32501 .. + 3·+,20000 .. + 1 +,0000011• 0 
33 24 23 
ITERATION NUMBER +3 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,oEV.) +,4666711• 0 +,22171 • .; 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +. 6779911• 3 +,86?94,.- 2 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMETER +,4392011+ 3 ·+,81988 .. • 1 •,9396511+ 1 
PARAMETER VALUE ♦ ,7642111+ 3 ♦ ,10199•• 2 •, 9396,te•· 1 
PL.US. ULTRA -o 
COMPUTED RESIOU! (ITANO,OEV,) +,4666711• 0 •,22771 .. - 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,6779911• 3 +,8679411• 2 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMETER +,4392011+ 3 ":,,8198811+ 1 ··,9396.511+ 1· 
PARAMETER VAL.VE +,7642111+ 3 +.2uooo,.+ 1 +·,0000011 .. · 0 
70 37 36 
ITfRATION NUMBfR +4 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STA»D,otv,) +,2224111• 0 ·•, 1572011• 0 
ESTIMATED R~SIOUE (STANO,OEV,) +,12114 .. - 4 ·+,1160211• 2 
CORRECTIONS roR PARAMETER + .17156,.+ 3 -,12622 .. • 1 •,2300211•· 0 
\ 
PARAM!TER VALU! ·+. 9357711+ 3 +,73783 .. • 0 •,2300211 .. 0 
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PLUS ULTRA -o 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (BTAND,DEV,) +,2224111• 0 +, 1572'1 .. - 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) + .1211411• 4 +, 1160?. .... 2 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +, 1715611+ 3 ·•, 12622 .. + 1 •,2300211• 0 
PARAMf;TER VALUE +,9357711+ 3 +,73783 .. - 0 +,00000.- 0 
71 37 36 
ITERATION NUMBER +5 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (BTAND,DEV,) +,2657111• 1 +,54336 .. - 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,0366211• 5 +,96426 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,52095,.+ 2 +,81!>63,.- 0 .. ,5772511-. 0 
PARAMETER VALUE +,98786,.+ 3 +,15535 .. + 1 -,57725••· 0 
PLUS ULTRA -o 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (BTAND,DEV,l +;26571»• 1 +,54336 .. - 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,83682u• 5 .+, 96426 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER . +,52095,.+ 2 +,81563 .. - 0 •,5772511• 0 
PARAMETER VAl,Uf +,9878611+ .3 ·+; 15535,.+ 1 +,00000.-· 0 
83 43 42 
\ 
STEEPEST OfSCENT+,172427865103611+ 1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) ·•. 7879011- 1 +,9356511• 1 
fSTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,00000 .. - 0 +,00000 .. - 0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,22507 .. - 0 +,32972 .. - 2 •,15959..+ 1 
PARAMETER VALUE +,93599,.+ 3 •.74113.- 0 •,10187.• 1 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS; JUMP+,361703440102211• 0 
COMPUT[D RESIDU[ (STAND,oEV,) •,7879011• 1 •,'93565 .. - 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) +,10308.,- 1 +,33843 .. - 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,8140911• 1 +,11926 .. - 2 •,5772511,- 0 
PARAMt:Tll:R VALUE +,9358511+ 3 +,7390211• 0 -,00000.-· 0 51 107 .,4 
ITERATION NUMBll:R +7 
COMPUTEO RESIOUE (STANO,DEV,) +,262901t• 1 +,5404811• 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,8254211• 5 +,95767 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS roR PARAMETER +,52066,.+ 2 +,8088511•. 0 -,5714511• 0 
PARAMETER VALUE +,9879111+ 3'·+,15479 .. ♦ 1 .·,,114511•· 0 
PLUS ULTRA -o 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (ITAND,DEV,) +,26290 .. - 1 +,54046 .. - 1 
ESTIMATED Rll:SIDUE (STANP,OEV,) +,82542,.- 5 +,95767,.- 3 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,5206611+ 2 +,B088!:! .. - 0 -,57145 .. -· 0 
PARAMETER VALUE +,9879111+ 3 +,1547911+ 1 +,0000011•· 0 
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ST!!PEST DESCENT+,1728280197774,.+ 1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,l +,77513•• 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND;DEV,) +,00000,.• 
CORRECTIONS roR PARAMETER +,22614.-
1+,92804.-
0 +,00000 .. -
0 +,31859,.-
PARAMETfR VALUE +,93607,.+ -3 +,74221~-
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, JUMP+,3590277575213•• 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,oEV,) +,77513 .. - 1 
fSTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) +,99915w• 2 






CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CONo,l 




3 +,74017 .. -
0 +,64131 .. + 




2 -·,15917.~- 1: 
0 •,10202.•· 1 
1 
1 
2 .,,1145,.,.. 0 
0- •,DODOO•• 0 
1 +,10787.♦ 2 
2 +,18793••· 2-
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELAtlON MATRIX 
+,858115.- .L 
+,85504••· l_+,81871•• 0 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
+V34026,.+ 1 +,15611,.• 
+,97104 .. + 
2 +,26143 .. •· 2 






AXES (DIRECTION COSINES AND CONFIDENCE _INTERXAL 
J ♦ ,88127.- 0 -.47262 .. - 0 +i!57131q+ 1 
3 +,47262 .. - O +,88127~• 0 +,21104,.+ 2 
L •,90231~• 3 •,51241~• 3 +,20830,.• o 
ALONG EACH AXIS) 
00 
'~ 
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IT[RATION NUM![A +9 
COMPUTtO RESIDUE (STAND,OEV.} 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV.) 
CORRECTIONS fOR PARAMETtR 
PARAMETER VALUt 
PLUS ULTRA ·•0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS fOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONflOENCE INTERVAL (CONO,) 







+,50012 .. + 
!5 +,74612 .... 
2 +,73464 .. • 
. 3 +, 14748,.+ 
1 +,53788 .. -
5 +,7461211• 
2 +,73464 .. -
+,9859411+ .3 +,14748 .. + 
+,44407.+ 1 +,33383,.-
+,6223411+ 1 +,51518 .. -





0 •,!50023.- 0 
1 •,5002311• 0 
1 
3 
0 •,5002311•·· 0 
1 +,0000011•· 0 
2 +,3319211•· 2· 
0 +,5109011• 0 
+,5003,9 .. - \J 
-.49631 ■• J •,99997,.- ~ 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
+;6ooa1.+ 1 •,2487711• 
+ ,41171.+ 
6 -·,24479. ♦ •6 
5 •·· 4082811+ 5 
+,4049011• ,5 





.S +,70507,.- 0 
J. •,70790;.- 0 
J +,4190111• 1 
COSINES ANO CON,IOENC[ INT~RVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
+,70914,.- 0 +,23~38,.- 2 
+,70386.- o +,628ou,.- ~ 
-,4123611• 1 +,62~4~ ... 1 
00 
9!5 48 46 
,, 
·' 
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RESIDUALS, SPEClrlEO roR EACH OBSERVATION, 
1 +,5~671•• 2 
2 +.2~413.- 3 
3 •,9Jo22.- 2 
4 •.1~413.- 1 
5 •,2Y60Bw• 1 
6 •,3ij639w• 1 
7 -,46255.- 1 
8 -.5,587.- 1 
9 •,51679.- 1 
10 •,6i692a• 1 
\1 •,74608.- 1 
\2 -.74706.- 1 
14 
TH! !NTIR! CALCULATION CONSUMED 63,87 S!t, ON TH! EL XB, 
DO 
107 54 53 
- 61 -
6.2. Bellman's problem 
This test problem is taken from an example given in an 
article by Bellman c.s. [1967], It originates from a chemical 
experiment on the reaction 
reported by Bodenstein [1922]. 
The differential equation reads 
dy/dt = p(126.2-y) (91,9-y) 2 - q y2 
The parameters p and q have to be determined from 14 given ob-
servations. 
Bellman reports as parameter values and computed residue 
(apart from a printing error in his article) 
p = .457710 5 
q = .279310 5 
s = 22.7 
We note that the 1% confidence regions are 
op= ,31 10 - 6 and oq = .48 10 - 3. 
Our algorithm finds respectively 
p = .4410 5 op = . 3010 6 
q = .2310 3 op = .4310 3 
s = 25, 12 
The computed residue is slightly greater but the difference is 
by no means important. 


























































Dtii~ ,a~~t~I BELLMAN 1 S PROBLEM, SEE: MATH,810SC, 1(67)71 
eBQt ODEPAREST(N,NOBS,NPAR,DATA, ITMAX,CONVERGE,EPS,MESHP,STlrr,,A)J 
~AL N,NOBS,NPAR, 1TMAX,CONVERGE,EPS,M~SHP,STIFr,rAJ 
lbI N,NOBS,NPAR, ITMAX,MESHPJ BE~L COWVERGE,EPS,FAI 80QL STIFF! 
a,iltl ,o~~Et!I THE PROCEDURES: CALL VSTA~T,CALL F,·CALL fY,CALL FP 
DEFINE THE PROBLEM SUPPLIED dY THE USERI 
eao, CALL VSTARTJ 
stG!H Y[0,1]:: 01 YMAX[lll• ~01 OUTC 
El:!01 
eBOt CALL f(R)I ~!L Rl Bt&L HJ 
atGlli er:, CF+ll ,111:• R•lPAR[1l•(126,2-Y[0,1]l • (91;9~Y(0,1J>•2 
•PAR[2l•Y[0,1)~2 ) 
Et!DI 
eeo, CALL fV(R)J ~AL RI BEAL RI 
BtGlH FYll,1)1~ R•C 






eeo, CALL FP(R)J ~AL RI BEAL RI 
sEG1H FPl1,1J:~ R•C126,2•VI0,1ll•C91.1•Yt0,1li~2 
FP[1,2]:=•R•V[Orll ♦2J CFP:• CFP+i 
El:!01 
&BBax· Yto:7,1:N•(NPAR+1)J,VMAX,FC11NJ,FVl11N,11NJ,FP[11N,11NPARJI 
eacc PR(S)l BEGltl NLCRI PAINTT!XT(S) ENQJ 
eBa, FL(R)I FLOT(5,3,R)J 
eBOC PFCs,R)J eEY!tl PR(S)I TABI FL(RJ ENQI 
eBQC OUT(S,R); 5IB!~G S1 BEAL RI 
8EGlN !HI II lE L1NENUMBER>50 I~EN NEW PAGE ELSE NLCRJ 
pA(S)J PRtNT(R)J 
EbQ; 
pF<iCOMPUTE°D RESIDUE (STi\ND.IJEV,)t,COMP ERROR); 
FL(SQRT(COMP ERROR/(NOBS-NPAH))ll . 
pF({ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,OEV,)t,EST ERROR); 
. FL(SQRT(EST ERROR/(NOBS-NPAR)))l , 
pR({CORRECTIQNS FOR PARAMETEHt): TAB; 
E08 1::1 sIEe 1 Ut!I!L NPAR OU FL(DELTA PAR[l))1 NLCRJ 
pR(tPARAMETER VALUEt)J TAB; YABI 
EOB 1:: 1 5!.Ee 1 Ut!I!L NPAR UQ FL(PAR(ll)I 
DQQL ~IRST,ADAMSI !~IEGEB K,KOLD,SAMl~FAILSJ 
BEAL x,xoLD,H,CH,HOLD,TOLCONV,TOLUP,YOL,TOLOWN,AOJ 
ABBA~ Alo:7),DD[0:7,Q:NJ,LAST DELTAl1:N1, JAC[11N,11NJ,CONST[1:45l, 
T0BS[O:~OBSJ,OBS(l1NOBSJ,PARL,PAR,PARU(1:NPAR]; 
!HI &BB6x ~oas11:NoesJ,PPll:NJ1 
eeat MULTISTEP(XEND,HMIN,HMAX,[PS)J 
~ALUE XEND,HMIN,HMAX,EPSI BEAL XEND,HMIN,HMAX,EPSI 
SEG~tl aooLEAN CONVJ lNIEGtB l,J,L,KN~W,NPl 
BEaL CHNE~,c,ERROR,DFI: ABBAX IJELTA,Or,vo11:NJ: 
00 
-~. 
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PAOCEOUAE ODEPAAEST WAS CALLED WITH THE PAAAMETERSI· 
N • +1 
NPAR • +2 
NOBS: +14 
ITMAX: +14 
CONVERGE• +,1999999999999•• 2 
EPS • +,9999999999996,.• 5 
MESHP: +100 
STIFF: EAL5t 
FA : +,6930000000000.+ 1 
THE CONFIDENCE REGION AT LEVEL A 1S PRINTED 
FA 1s THE A•P01NT OF THE F-DISTIBUTION WITM NPAR AN~ NOBS•NPAR DEGREES OF ,REEoqM 
THE OBSERVATIONS WERE: 
I TOBS (I] coes 111 OBS( I) 
0 +,1·1000 .... ~-
1 +,2.1000 .. + 1 +1 +,14000,.+ 1 
2 +, 3 1000,.+ 1 +1 +,63000 .. + 1 
3 +,4100011+ 1 +1 +,1040011+ 2 
4 +,51000 .. + 1 +1 +,1420011+· 2 
5 +. 6-JOOO.+ 1 •1 •.17600 .. + 2 
6 +. 7 100011+ 1 +1 +,2140011+ 2 
7 +.8 1000 .. + 1 +1 +,23000 .. + 2 
8 +,1JOOO,o+ 2 •1 +,2700011+ 2 
9 +.12000,.+ 2 •1 +,30400 .. + 2 
.u +.1,000 .. + 2 +1 +,34400 .. + 2 
1l +,2 !00011+ 2 +1 +,38800,.+ 2 
!2 +,2:;00011+ 2 •1 +,4160011+ 2 
,3 +.3 100011+ 2 +1 +,4350011+ 2 
.14 +. 4 1000 .. + 2 •1 +,45300,.+ 2 
THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES WERE! 
I PARLWB[IJ . PARIIJ 
i +.0000~ .. - 0 •• 10000 .. - 5 
2 +,0000],.. 0 +.10000.- 3 
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EVALUATIONS OF' 
F' rv F'p 
ITERATION NUMBER +1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,4U8431t+ 4 +,Hl44<l,.+ 2 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV.) +,13275,.+ 3 +,33261 .. + 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +.14831 .. - 5 •.~13734 .. - 2 
PARAMETER VAl.UE +,24831 .. - 5 +,19734 .. - 2 
43 24 23 
ITERATIUN NUMBER +2 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +.21964,.+ 4 +, 1352'l .. + 2 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV.) +,1U301 .. + 3 +,29299w+ 1 
CORRECTIONS FO~ PARAMETER -,6\1354 .. - 7 -.30568 .. - 1 
PARAMETER Vlll.UE +,24138,.- 5 -.2859'l .. - 1 
BOUNDIIRY CONSTRAINTS, JuMP+.645568441123D1t• 1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,21964.,+ 4 +.1352<l,.+ 2 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.) +,11174,.+ 3 +.3051'5,.+ 1 
CORRECTIONS fOR PARAMETE.R -,44773 .. - 8 -,19734 .. - 2 
' 
PARAMETER VALUE +,24786 .. - 5 •. 0U0C'J,.. 0 
133 78 64 
ITERATION NUMBER +3 
COMPUTEU RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +.70601,.+ 3 +,76704,.+ 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV.) +,60001 .. + 2 +,22361 .. + 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETE~ +,70689.,- 6 +,70937 .. - 3 
PARAt,1t;TER VALUE +,31855 .. - 5 +,70937 .. - 3 
68 30 29 
ITERATION NUMBER +4 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STAND,oEV,) +. 6!,95411+ 3 +,74136 .. + 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.) +.17928 .. + 2 + .12223, ... 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +, 2"j 550,.- 6 -.6Q061! .. - 2 
PARAMETER VALUE +,34010 .. - 5 -.52974 .. - 2 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, jUMP+,118094707851D•• 0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,oE·v,) +,6595411+ 3. +. 74136 .. + 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,DEV,) +,2b876 .. + 2 +,14966 .. + 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +.25450 .. - 7 -.7093? .. - 3 
PARAMETER VALUE +,32110 .. - 5 -.ooouo .. - 0 
100 53 48 
ITERATION NUMBER +5 
COMPUTED RESIDUE CSTAND,oEV, l +, 224·22 .. + 3 +,43226,.+ 1 .~ ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,D~V,) +,32133,.+ 2 +,16364,.+ 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +.41967.,- 6 +,370615,.- 3 
PARAMETER VALUE +,36307 .. - 5 +,37065 .. - 3 
76 31 30 
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ITERATION NUMBER +6 
COMPUTED RESIOUE (STAND,OEV,l +,20569.+ 3 +,414C1,.+ 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) ♦ ,12692,.+ ·2 +,10284 .. + 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,25951,.- 6 -,15412 .. - 2 
PARAMF.;TER VALUE ... ,31.1902,.- 5 -,11705 .. - 2 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, JUMP+,2404997579242~• 0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,20569 .. + 3 +,414L1 .. • 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +.23855,.+ 2 +,140~9 .. + 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,6241211• 7 -,37065 .. - 3 
PARAMETER VALUE +,36931.,- 5 -.00000 .. - 0 
__ 105 57 50 
ITERATION NUMBER +7 
COMPUTEU RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,1!J66611• 3 +,2981311+ 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.) +.2188811• 2 +,13506 .. • 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,25365,.- 6 +,23346 .. - 3 
PARAMf:TER VALUE +,39467.- 5 +,23346 .. - 3 
82 32 31 
• 
ITERATION NUMBER +8 
COMPUTED RESIDUE CSTANO,oEV,) +,67884 .. + 2 +,2378'5 .. + 1 
ESTIMATED R(SIDUE (STAND.DEii,) +.18095,.+ 2 +·, 12?.B!l,.+ 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,23093u• 6 -.33316 .. - 3 
PARAMETER VALUE +.41776.- 5 -.9969(),.. 4 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, JUMP+,7007490319338•• 0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,67884,.+ 2 +,23785,.+ 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,42544,.+ 2 +,1682(),.+ 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,16183,.. 6 -,23346,.. 3 
PARAMETER VALUE +,4108511• 5 + .-11102 .. - 15 
98 48 44 
STEEPEST DESCENT+,2868668658626•• 14 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,9393211• 2 +,27971111+ 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE ISTAN~,DEV,) +,00000 .. - o +,oooon .. - 0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMET_ER +,16175 .. - ,6 -,64924 .. - 10 
PARAMETER VALUE +,41085 .. - 5 +,23346 .. - 3 
64 33 32 
ITERATION NUMBER +10 
COMPUfEO RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) +,4'1502 .. + 2 +,19257 .. .i. 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) +,19447,.+ 2 +,12730 .. • 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,lt-61211• 6 -,23511\,.. 3 
I~ 
. 
PARAMETER VALUE +,4274611• 5 -,1716411• 5 
,, .. 
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80UNOARY CONSTRAINTS, JuMP+,9927016284!564 .. • 0 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +,44502,.+ 2 +,19257,.+ 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,44138,.+ 2 +,19178,.+ 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +, 1b491~- 6 -.23346 .. - 3 
PARAMETER VALUE +,42734 .. - !5 +,71124 .. - 16 ·---------•· 
STEEPEST DESCENT+,3050702941380,.• 14 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STANO,oEV,) +, 10711 .. + 3 +,29876,.+ 1 - -- ----· ._ __ --- --- ---
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +.ouooo ... 0 +,OOOC'!,.• 0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +.16482 .. - 6 ::-,71060 .. - t_O ·-··- •----·-- - -
PARAMETER VAL.UE +,42733.- 5 + ,23346 .. - 3 - --·-··---- ------ - --- ----· - --··-
ITERATION NUMBER •12 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STAND,oEV,) +,2987211+ 2 +.15770 .. + 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,21001 .. + 2 +,13?.2Q,.+ 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +.10159,.- 6 -,1J714 .. - 3 
PARAM[TER VALUE +,43749,.- !> +,96321 .. - 4 
STEEPEST OESCENT+,3166938513554,.• 14 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) +.53079,.+ 2 +,21032 ..... 1 
ESTIMATED RF.SIOUE (STAND.DEV,) +,00000 .. - 0 +.00000 .. - 0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PPRAMETER +,10154 .. - 6 -.44067 .. - 10 
PARAMETER VALUE .... 4374811• !5 +,23346.- 3 
CONFIDENCE INTERV/lL (CONO, l +,00000.- 0 +,00000 .. - 0 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ( INOEPT,) +.00000 .. - 0 +,000011 .. - 0 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATRIX COVARIANCE MATRIX 
+,9756511" 44 +,42403,.- ,2 
+. 75:>8,o• 14 +,59778,.- 31 
PRINCIPAL AXES (DIRFcTION COSINES AND CONFIDENCE INT~RVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
+,;0000 .. + t +,0000~ .. - n +,00000 .. - o 
+,00000•• I +,10000,.+ t +,00000•• 0 
00 
93 41 38 
·- - 84 33 32 
94 42 39 
'\ 
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ITERATION NUM8ER +14 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIOENCE INTERVAL (COND,) 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,) 










2 +,13539 .. + 
7 -,72843 .. -
5 +.16062 .. -
6 +,43013 .. -








•• ~7757 .. - 14 +,36396,.- 11 
+.10060,.- 7 
PRINCIPAL AXES (DIAFCTION COSINES ANO CONFIDENCE INT~RVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
+, ·U000oo+ .L •,36177,.• 3 +,29635•• 6 
+,36177 .. - J +,10000,.+ 1 +,50541 .. - 3 
00 
85 35 33 
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00 
RESIDUALS, SPEClrlED roR EACH OBSERVATION, 
1 •,2961411+ 1 
2 -,11194711+ 1 
3 •,U90811+ 1 
4 •.4201511• 0 
5 +,26207 .. - 0 
6 •.1~11611+ 1 
7 +,99253 .. - 0 
8 •, 1 l35911+ 
'I •.13101 .. + 1 
•U •.1.5794 .... ,. 
11 +,9630811• (I 
·2 +,4~27811• n 
'3 -.67007 .. - 1 
·_ 4 -.1~212,.+ 1 138 64 58 




6,3, Gear's problem 
This test originates from a problem in Gear [1971, p.229-230]. 
The system of differential equations is 
dy/dt = - k1 y + k2 z (b-z-2y) 
dz/dt = - k3 z + k4 (b-z-2y) ( a-z-y) - dy /dt 
y(0) = 0,25 , z(O) = 0,5 . 







k2 -AB + B ABB k1 
with z = LABJ and y = [ABB]. 
No solution was given for this problem. 
At any rate, the solution found by our algorithm is a sufficient 
one since the residuals for each observation are less than the 
experimental error (3 digit accuracy) . 
i' I 


























































a,GJ.~ CQ~~E~I GEAR'S PROBLE~ , lEEI GEAR(197l]P.230 J 
eBOC OOEPAREST(N,NOBS,NPAR,OATA, ITMAX,CONVERGE,EPS,MESHP,STIFF,FA)J 
¥AL N,NO~S,NPAR, ITMAX,CONVERGE,EPS,~lSHP,STIFF,FAJ 
l~I N,NOBS,NPAR, ITMAX,MESHP; 8t6L CONVERGE,EPS,FAJ DOOL STlfFJ 
aE~l~ CQMMEliI THE PROCEDURES: CALL VSTART,CALL F,CALL fY,CALL rP 
DEFINE THE PROBLEM SUPPLIED tlY THE USERI 
eeo, CALL YSTARTJ 
aEGJ.tl 
E~Ql 
Y[0,2]:: YMAX[ll: ■ YMAXl2]1 ■ 0,5; Y[0,1]:: 0,251 
fP[l,311: FP[l,4]:: UI OUTC. 
eBOC CALL f(R)J ~~L Rl BEAL ~I 
eEGlM BEAL ~.z,w: CQM~t~I l Lfl= cr+11 
CQM~E~I A=1, B ■ 21 
QI ■ Y[O,lll z: ■ Y[C,~]l Wis 2•Q•Q•ZI 
f[ll: ■ R•C•PAR[ll•Q + PARt2l•W•ZlJ 
F[2J:a R•(•PAR[3J•Z + PAR(4J•W•(1•Q•Z)j • F[111 
EliOI 
eBOC CALL FV(R)I ~AL RJ BEAL R: 
eEGlM BtAL O,Z,W,V,f1,F2i 
E lil2 l 
o:= Y[0,111 z:c Y(U.~11 WI• 2•Q•Q•Zl v:• 1-0-z1 __ 
FYl1,1)1 ■ fl:= R*(•PAR{\l • 2•PAR[2J•Zll 
fvl1,2)1a f21= R•( PAR(~l•<w-Z))l 
FY[2,1)1: R•(-PAR[4J•(V+V+W)) • fll 
fY[2,2]l: R•(•PAR(~] • PAR[4J•(V+W)) P F2l 
Cl"V:: CFY•1l 
eBQ' CALL fp(R)J ~a~ R: BEA~ RI 
eE~lt:l Bta~ 0,Z,W,F1,F2l 
E.~Q; 
Q;: y[0,1Jl z:• Y(D,~JJ 
Fil~ FP[li1]1 ■ •Q•R: 
FPl~,111 ■ •fll -
fPl2,3J:s •Z•RJ 
Cl"PI ■ CFP + ii 
w:• 2•Q•Q•Zl 
F21k FP{1,2J:~ W•ZeR; 
fP[2,2]1: •f2J 
FPl2,4]1 ■ W•(1-Q-Z)•Rl 
ARB~X Y[o:7,11N•(NPAR+1l!,YMAX,F(11NJ,fVl1lN,11NJ,FP(1:N,11NPAR]l 
eBOt: PR(s); aEG.i.tl NLCRI PRINTTl!:XT(S) E~!ll 
eBOC fLIR)I FLOT(5,3,R)I 
eaos; Pf(s,Rl; 5Elilt:l PR(S)i TABI fL(R/ E!:1121 
eROC OUT(S,R); SI8l~G SJ BEAL R; 
atGlU lt:lI 1J 1E LIN[NUM8ER>50 I~ttl NlW PAGE E~S~ NLCRJ 
pR(S); PR1NT(R)J 
E.t:lQ: 
pF(iCOMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,uEV,l?,COMP ERROR); 
FL(SQRT(COMP ERROR/(N06S·NPAH))ll 
pf({ESTIMATEO RESIDUE (STANO,DEV,)* 1 EST ERROR); 
FL(SQRT(EST ERROR/(NOBS-NPARJ))l 
pR({CORR~cT,oNS FOR PARAMETEk~)I TAB; 
EOB 1::1 sne l Ut:lilL NPAR QU FL(OELTA PAR[IJ): NLCRJ 
PR ( 1 PAR AME TE R VAL U q ) i TAB l ·,· A e I 
E08 I: ■ 1 S!Ee 1 UliilL NPAR uQ FL(PAR{l])J 
00 
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PROCEDURE ODEPAREST WAS CALLED WITH THE PARAMETERS! 




CONVERGE= +,100000000000111• 1 
EPS : +,999999999999911• 4 
MESHP= ♦ ,oo 
STIFF: t6~St 
fA : . +,668000000000011+ 1 
THE CONFIDENCE REGION AT LEVEL A 1S PAINTED 
FA IS THE A•POINT Of THE F-01ST16UTION WITH NPAR ANO NOBS•NPAR DEGREES OF PRE!OOM 
THE OBSERVATIONS WERE: 
I TOBS[I] COBS [I] 08S[ 11 
ll +,O !000 .. - 0 
1 +,3.S3oo .. - 0 ., +,30100 .. - 0 2 +,33300 .. - 0 +2 •,40300 .. - 0 
3 +,67200 .. - 0 +1 +,32400,.- 0 4 +,6720011• 0 +2 +,36200 .. - 0 
5 +, 11120 .. + j ·+1 +.33500 .. - 0 6 +,1012011+ 1 +2 +,3450011• 0 
7 +,11000 .. + 3 +t +.34~0011• 0 8 +;1000011+ 3 +2 +,3320011• 0 
THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES WERE: 
I PARLWB[ I] PAR[I] PARUPll[I] 
1 +,il000J.,. 0 +.10000 .. + 1 +,1000011+ 2 
2 +,00001 .. - 0 +.10000 .. + 1 +,10000 .. + 2 
3 +, 0000 , .. - 0 +,1000011+ 1 +,1000011+ 2 
4 •.00001 .. - 0 +.10000 .. + 1 +, 10000 .. + 2 
"-
"· 
280772-169 8 13681 ,138 PHEMKER •· 1D 
ITERATION NUMBER. +1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +.29886,.- 3 +,86438 .. - 2 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +.29652 .. - 5 +,8609~ .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS FDR PARAMETER -.2'4647 .. ":' 0 -.~8866,.- 0 • ,-7695211• 1 •,23282 .. - 1 
PARAMETER VALUE +,75353,.- 0 +,81134,.- 0 +, 92305-11•· 0 +,91672 .. - 0 
- ... -
ITERATION NUMBER +2 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,7464011- 5 +,13660,.- 2 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.). +.24398,.- 6 +,24697 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER .+,38606,.- 1 +.30869 .. - 1 -,2776811• 1 •,33981 .. - 1 
PARAM!:TER VALUE +,79213.- 0 +,84220 .. - 0 +,8952811• 0 +, 94274,.- 0 
ITERATION NUMBER +3 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STANO,oEV,) +,25409.- 6 +,25204 .. - 3 
ESTIMATED RES1oui (STAND.DEV,) +,21613,.- 6 +,23245 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS fOR PARAMETER +,33519.- 2 +,29445,.-' 2 -,1662311• 2 -.17801 .. - 2 
PARAMETf,;R VALUE +,79549.- 0 +,84515 .. - o· •. 89362•• 0 +,94096,.- 0 
ITERATION NUMBER +4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,oEV,) +,23171 .. - 6 +,24068 .. - 3 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) +,23049,.- 6 +,24005 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER •,14616 .. - J -.-6032'.I .. - 4 •,5071011• 3 •,64300 .. - 3 
PARAMETER VALUE ·♦• 7953411• 0 + ,845G/3,.• 0 +,89311io- 0 +,9403111• 0 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (COND,) +,33666 .. - 2 +,29626 .. - 2 +,4822311• 2 +,59231 .. - 2 
CONf"IOENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,) +,2'1905.- 1 +,19434 .. - 1 +,39016.o• 1 +,47636,.- 1 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATRIX COVARIANCE MATRIX 










I •, 36657 ao• . 0 
J -.34682,.-. 0 +,99074 .. - 0 
AXES (DIRECTION 
I - , 71559,.• 0 
I •,21937,.- 0 
+,64910,.- 0 
+, 13594,.-. 0 
COSINES ANO CONFIDENCE 
-,23960,.- 0 +,19502.-
+,73818,.- 0 -.59941 .. -
+,1151711• 0 +,17101 .. -
•,62001 .. - 0 -,75725 .. -
+,'.4530,.+ 3 •,18052,.+ 3 -.20853,.+ . +,9886911+ 3 +,11959,.+ 
+,14738,.+ 
INT~RVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
u +,21513 .. - 2 
0 +,42281 .. - 2 
~ +,26782,.• 1 







r fY f"P 
.145 73 65 
90 45 42 
117 59 52 
·~ 
280772-169 8 13681,138 PHEMKER ,. t1 
THE EQUATION WAS FOUND To BE ST I Fr AT X • +,3Jaoo .. - · ~ 
SOME LITTLE PROBLEMS WITH STlffNESS +,20000,a+ · 1 
ITERATION NUMBER +5 
3 
3 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,") 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
+,22630 .. ~ 6 +,23785 .. -
+,22J72 .. - '6 •.2a649,.• 
•,2b061,.• 3 ·,30077,.- 3 •,27050 ... -· 3 -.20842 .. - 3 
PARAMETER VALUE +,79508 .. -
+,3a630,.-
+. 22231 .. -
0 +,844713 .. -
2 +,29853 .. • 
1 +,19927 .. -
0 +,8928411• 0 +,94011 .. - 0 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CONO,) 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,) 
2 +,4853811• 2 +,59251 .. - 2 
1 +,39679 .. - 1 +,48069 .. -' 1 
RELATIONSHIPS BET~EfN PARAMETERS 









+. 33071..+ 3 +,29242,.+ 3 -,225!!3,.+ 
•• ~6570,.+ 3 -,2050311+ 
J -,38753,.- 0 +,1053511+ 
J -.36690,.- 0 +,99088,.- 0 
AXES (o·, RfcT I ON 
l •, 71268,.• 0 
J - , 2181!>,.- 0 
+, 65077,.- 0 
+,14495;.- O 
COSINES AND CONFIDENCE INT~RVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
·,24003,.- 0 +,19606,.-. C ' +,21588,.• 2 
+,73575 .. - 0 -,60184,.- 0 +,42503,.• 2 
+,1221811• 0 +,18064,.- 0 +,27026,.• 1 
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RESIDUALS, SPECIFIED FOR 
1 +,2875111• 4 
3 -.1798111• 3 
5 +,1957111• 3 







-.13850 .. - 3 
+, 89109.,. · 4 
+,29093 .. - 3 
-,1918611• 3 
.. 12 
TH! ENTIRE CALCULATION CONSUMED 57,28 S!C, ON THE,tL. xa. 
00 
135 70 67 
- 75 -
6.4. Barnes' problem 
This problem was suggested during the FEES summerschool on 
computing techniques in biochemistry (Edinburgh 1968). The system 
of differential equations 
dx/dt = k 1x - k2xy 
dy/dt = k2xy - k3y 
originates from the chemical reactions 
k1 
A-+ A+ A 
A+ 
k2 
B-+ B + B 
B~ C 
This is an oscillating system of the Lotka-Volterra type (see 
Lotka [1956], Volterra [1931]), which also has many applications 
in theoretical biology. 
As approximate results for a set of given observations, it is 
known that 
k1 = 0.861 + 0. 14 -
k2 = 2.080 + o. 39 -
k3 = 1.816 + o.42 -
confidence interval 1%. 
These values agree fairly well with our results. 
,\ 
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BtGiH ,0~~t~I-BARNES 1 PROBLlMI 
eBOC ODEpAREST(N,NO&s,NPAR,OATA,ITMAX,CONVERGE,EPS,MESHP;s,1fF,FA)I 
~A~ N,NoeS,NPAR, ITMAX,CONVERGE,~PS,M~SHP,STIFF;FAI 
lbI N,Noes,NPAR,1TMAX,MESHPJ atA~ CONVERGE,EPS,FAJ 800~ STIFF! 
8Ei!U &QM~E~I THE PROCEOUR[Sl CALL YSTART,CALL f,~ALL FY,CALL FP 
DEFINE THE PROBLEM SUPPLIEQ UY THE USEAI 
eBOC CALL VSTARTI 
.BEG1~ Y[0,1J:• VMAX[l]I= ti YI0,2]1• 0,31 VMAX[2ll• 0,5( 
fPl1,3l1 ■ FP(2,1]:: 01 OUTC 
E~l 
eBo, iALL F{Rll ~,~ Al BEA~ HJ 




eso, CALL FY(R)I ~A~ RJ BEA~ Al 
-BEG!M BE~~ F12l CFY:• CFY+l: 
fY(3,1ll• R•CPAR(1l•PAR[2]•Y[0,2])1 
E~Dl 
FV[1,2ll ■ F1?l ■ •R•PAR[?.J•YI0,211 FY{2,1]1 ■ •F12I 
·rv[2,2l:• R•(PAR[2l•YI0,1]•PAR(3])1 . 
eao, CALL FP(R); ~A~ RI ~EA~ RI 
BEG!~ BE!~ F12l c,P:: CFP+ll 
EliDI 
FPl1,1ll ■ Y[O,ll•RJ 




eBDt PR(s); BEGlH NLCRJ PRINTTEXT(S) ttil~I 
eBOC FL(R)l fLOT(5,3,R)I . 
eea, Pf(s,R)I Bt~1~ PR(S)I TABI fL(RI E~DI 
eBQt OUT(S,R)I SIB!~G s, Bta~ Al 
BEG!til !~I II 1~ LINENUMBER>50 I~Eli N~W .PA~E t~St NLCRJ 
pR(S)I PRINT(R)I 
EtilDl 
PF<icOMPUTEO RESIDUE {STAND,OEV.)f,COMP ERROR); 
FL(SQRT(COMP ERROR/(NOBS-NPAR)))J 
pF({ESTIMA,EO RESIDUE (STANO,OEV,)* 1 EST ERROR); 
FL{SQRT(EST ERRORYCNOBS•NPA~J)JI 
pR({CORRECTIONS f~R PARAMETEH~II TABJ 
E08 1::t Site 1 UtilI1L NPAR au·FL(OELTA PAA(l])1 NLCRI 
pR({PARAMET~R VALUE}Jl TABI TABI 
r.OB 1 := l sr~e 1 Wti1I1~ NPAR UQ fL(PAR[IJ)J 
e DOOL FIRsT,A0AMSJ l~ItGEB K,K0LO,SAM~,FAILSI 
BEAL X,XoLD,H,CH,H0LO,TOLCONV,TOLUP,10L,TOLOWN,A01 
ABB~t A[Ol7],00(U17,0lN],LAST OELTA[llNI, JAC(l1N,11N],CON~T[114,1, 
T08S[O:NOBSJ,OBS[11NOBS],PARL,PAR,PARU[l:NPAR); 
1~! ABB~X C0BS[l1N08S],PP(11Nll 
eBo, MULTISTEP(XEND,HMIN,HMAX,EPS)I 
DD 
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PROCEDURE OOEPAREST WAS CALLED WITH THE PARAMETERSl• 




CONVERGE: +,1000000000001w• 1 
EPS = +,9999999999999w• 4 
MESHP: +100 
ST I ff: EAL~t 
FA : +,5j80000000000w+ 1 
THE CONflOENCE REGION AT LEVEL A IS PRINTED 
FA IS THE A•POINT OF THE F-D1ST1BuT10N WITH NP~R AND NO~S-NPAR DEGREES Of rREEDO~ 
THE OBSERVATIONS WERE: 
I ,·oes r I l coes r 1 1 OBS[! l 
,l .... 0 1000 .. - (1 
1 +.5 1000 .. - 0 •1 +.·11000,.+ 1 ?. +,50000 .. - · 0 +2 +,35000w• 0 
3 +,1)00011+ 1 ""1 + .13000,.+ 1 4 +, 10000 .. + 1 +2 +,40000 .. - 0 
5 •. 1,000,.+ 1 +1 +, 1 1000 .. + 1 6 +,1500011+ 1 +2 .... 50000,.- 0 
7 •.2JUQ0,.+ ~ +1 +,90llOO,.• 0 8 ... 2000011+ 1 •2 +,50000 .. - 0 
9 +,2:iOQQ,.+ ' ... 1 +. 70000 .. - 0 10 +,2500011+ 1 +2 +, 401)0 □,.- 0 1 +.3 1000 .. + ! +1 +,50000 .. - 0 12 ' +. 3000010+ 1 +2 +, 30:)0011• 0 
'3 +,35000u+ 1 +1 +,60000,.- 0 14 +,3500011+ 1 +2 +, :>5:JOo,.- 0 
'5 •.4 1000 .. + 1 .. 1 +. 1ooon,.- 0 16 +,40000,.+ 1 +2 +,25uoo .. - 0 
,7 ♦, 45000,o+ 1· +1 +,aouoo,.. 0 111 +, 45000,o+ 1 +2 +,30000 .. - 0 
·9 +,5 1000 .. + j +1 +,10000 .. + 1 20 + ''3000011+ 1 +2 +,35000 .. - 0 
THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES WERE: 
I PARLWB[ I J PAR [ I J PARUPl5(1] 
1 +.00001 .. - 0 • .10000 .. + 1 • .30000 .. + 1 
2 +,0000 1,.. 0 +.1onoo .. + 1 •, 30000 .. + 1 
3 •.uOOOJ,.. 0 • _. 13000 .. + 1 ..,30000 .. + 1 
I'. 
280772-168 8 13681,138 PHEMKER •· 10 OD 
EVALUATIONS OF 
F' FY F'P 
ITERATION NIJM8ER +1 
COMPUTEU RESIDUE ~STAND,OEV,) +,20345■ + 2 +,10940 .. + 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) •.50795»+ 1 +,54662 .. - 0 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMETER •, 63413 .. -. 1 +, 4_5862 .. - 0 +,2902611• 0 
PARAMETER VAL.UE +,93659 .. - 0 +,14586,.+ 1 +,15903 .. +· 1 
117 45 43 
ITEHATION NUMBER +2 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV,) +.31463 .. + 1 +,43020 .. - 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.) •.3?049 .. - 0 +,14763 .. - .0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER -.26418 .. - 1 +,38646 .. - 0 +,13818 .. - 0 
PARAMETfR VIIL.UE +,9101711• 0 +,18451 .. • 1 +,1728411+ 1 
127 49 43 
ITERATION NUMBER +3 
COMPUTED REStOUE (STAND,OEY,) +,4354911- 0 +,160C5,.- 0 
ESTIMATED RES•OVE. (STANO~DEY,) +,1364111• D +,89579,.• 1 
CORRECTIONS fOR PARAMETER •,6U31711• 2 +,22638,.-· 0 +,1296911- 0 
PARAMETER VAL.UE •.9041411• 0 +,20735 .. + 1 +,1858111• 1 
111 41 37 
ITERATION NUMBER +4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEY,) +,11!044 .. - 0 +,1U303,.• 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO~OEY,) +,15356 .. - 0 +. 9504?. .. - _ 1 
CORRECTIONS F'OR PARAMETER •,14002,.., 1 + ,572u2 .. - 1 +,87401,o- 2 
PARAMETER VAL.UE +,89014 .. - 0 +,2131,7 .. + 1 +,1866911+ 1 
9.7 38 35 
ITERATION NUMBER +5 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEY,) +,16852 .. - 0 +,911565 .. - 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) +. 1b50911• 0 +, 98.545 .. - 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER •,12529,.- 1 •,2302A,.• 3 •• 2062.411• 1 
PARAMETER VAL.UE ·+ ,8776111• 0 +,213~4 .. ♦• 1 f,18463.• 1 
91 36 33 
STEEPEST DESCENT+,6783314817062,.• 1 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEY,) +,16865.- 0 +,996(1~.- 1 
ESTIMATED RESIOUE (S.TAND,DEY,) +,00000 .. - 0 +,Ol)O(·ll,.• 0 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER -.12279,.- 1 -.17''76,.-_ 2 •,1016611• 2 
PARAMETER vAi..uE +,8778611- 0 +,2128Q,.+ 1 +,1865911+ 1 
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ITERATION NUMBER +7 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +.16779.-
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV.) +,16507.-
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER •,8U093,.. 
PARAMETER VALUE + .87705,.-
STEEPEST OESCENT+,1364513067151•• 0 
COMPUTEO RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
ITERATION NUMBER +9 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STANP,OEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CONO,l 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (INDEPT,) 









.+ .23298 .. -




·O +. 96539 .. - 1 
3 +,14125 .. - 1 •,55416.t• 2 
0 +,21430.+. 1 +,18603,.+ 1 
0 + .1001.?. .. - 0 
0 +.00000 .. - 0 
3 +,1337~ .. - 1 ~.51776 .. - :5 
0 +,21423 .. + ~1 •,18664,.+ 1 
0 +,99954 .. - 1 
0 +,9954?. .. - 1 
2 -,8951'l .. - 2 ·,22265 .. - 1 
0 +,21331,.+ 1 +,18441,.+ 1 
0 +,1443\ .. -~ 0 +,13694,.- 0 
0 +,474U8,.- 0 +,47495,.- 0 
+,87'143•• l 
+,88817•• I +,95Cl23 .. • 0 
COVARIANCE ~ATRIX 
+~35250 .. - O +,62722 .. -
+,1.4596,.+ 
0 +,63825io• 0 






AXES (OIREcTION COSINES A~O CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
I •,67210,.- 0 -,67439,.- 0 +,69525,.- 0 
I +,72133,.• 0 •,50308,.• 0 +,10659,.- 0 
I •,16722,.• 0 +,54047,.•' 0 +,97191M• 1 
ALONG EACH AXIS) 
00 
93 37 33 
94 ;p 34 
•':. 
l 
280772•168 B 13681 ,138 PHEMKER 
.ITERATION NUMBER +10 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,o£V,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS roR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIDENCE •NTERVAL (CONO,l 
CONflDEhCE INTERVAL (INOEPT,) 









0 +,99953 .. - 1 
0 +. 999(.'13,.. 1 
3 +,294~2 .. - 2 -.19381.• 2 
0 +,21363 .. + 1 +,1842211+ 1 
0 +,14536,.- 0 +,13861,o• 0 
o •-• 4a1n .. - D +,47880 .. - D 
+.877/5 .. -




0 +,6640911•· 0 




+. 771::i1 .. -
+ ,55414 .. -
AXES (DIRECTION COSINES ANO CONflDE~CE lNTlRV~L 
J -.67786,.- O -.66544,.- 0 . +.70991,.- 0 
+,22750,.- O -.59416,.- O +,10212 .. - 0 
-,6991, .. -. 0_+,45186,.- 0 +,10859,.- 0 
ALONG EACH AXIS) 
00 
94 37 34 
280772-168 B 136B1,13B PHEMKEA '.1,3 00 
RESIDUALS, SPECIFIED F'OR EACH OBSl!:RVATIO,Ni 
1 +,1·.570 .. - j 2 -,15551 .. - 1 
J +,2•.867,.- ll 4 -,67389,.- 1 
5 +,1J641 .. - (l 6 -.57497 .. - 1 
} +, 9 1303 .. - 1 8 -.?0121 .. - 1 
9 -.22814 .. - ~ 10 •,10476 .. - 0 
·1 -.11>52811• 0 12 • .11376,.. 0 
.·.3 •,9162311• 1 14 -,87445,.- 1 
5 -,6-:,997,.. 1 16 •,4U703,.. 1 
7 -.77560,.- 1 18 +.22896 .. - 1 
9 •. 7H8?,.- 3 20 +.49?24 .. - 1 
132 51 47 -- ~ 
THE ENTIRE CALCULATION CONSUMED 78,20 SEC, ON THE F.L xa. 
( ' 
- 82 -
6. 5. Analyzing !_ _rn of exponentials 
As another example of parameter estimation we report some 
experiences with linear differential equations. Analysing a sum 
of exponentials can be considered as the estimation of parameters 
in a linear initial value problem. Here the parameters appear as 
well in the differential equations as in the initial values. 
Since the parameters appear in a nonlinear way,our estimation 
problem is a nonlinear one. However, the linearity of the diffe-
rential equation causes a rather efficient use of the integration 
method. 
We consider the sum of exponentials 
To this function y(t) we associate a system of linear differential 
equations 
y(t) = z 
This system has the general solution 
With initial conditions 
At 
e 
y(O) =a+ b + c 
z(O) = Ab + µc 






It appears from the general solution that it will be difficult 
to determine the parameters in the case that A~µ, In order to 
be able to determine the complete set of parameters, it is evident 
that the observations should contain information about both ex-
. . At ( 1 t· ponentials: some observations have to represent e samp e imes 
t, with the order of magnitude 1/A) and some observations have 
µt . 
to represent e . The example shown below satisfies these condi-
tions. 
In order to make intelligible the details of the example we 
give the initial values and functions as they are used in the 
program. 
Notation y1 = y(t) ; y2 = z(t) ; f1 = y(t) ; f2 = z(t) 
Initial values ( t=O): 
y1 = a+ b + C y2 = >..b + µc 
af1/aa = 1 af2/aa = 0 
af1/ab = 1 ar2/ab = >.. 
af1 / ac = 1 af2/ac = µ 
af1 / a A = 0 af2/ a>. = b 
ar1/aµ = 0 a r2/aµ = C 
Functions 
f1 = y2 
f2 = (>.+µ) y2 + >. µ ( a-y1) 
ar1/ay1 = 0 af1/ay2 = 
ar2/ay1 = ->.µ ar2/ay2 >. + µ 
ar1/aa = af1 /ab = af1/ac = af1/a>. = ar1/aµ = 0 
af2/ab = af2/ac = 0 
ar2/aa = >.µ 
af2/a>. = y2 + µ(a-y1) 
ar2/aµ = y2 + >.. ( a-y 1) 
-',/ 


























































etil~ tQMtt~I ANALIZIN& A SUM 0~ EXPON!NTIALSI 
eBOC OOEpAREST(N,NOBS,NPAR,OATA, ITMAX,C~NVtRGE,EPS,MESHP,S!IFF,FA)J 
~,~ N,NOeS,NPAR,ITMAX,CONVERGE,EPS,MtSHP,STIFF,rAJ 
l~I N,NOeS,NPAR, ITMAX,MESHPJ BEAL CONVERGE,EPS,FAI DOOL STIFF) eeoc DATA) 
e,w!~ ,oM~E~r v10, 1 2 
PAR[1J= C 3 4 
pAR[2J= MU 5 6 
pAR(JJ= 8 7 8 
pAR[4]: LAMBDA 9 10 
pAR[5J= A 11 12 ll 
eao, CALL YSTARTJ 
BEG!M YMAX[1J:= SUM(l,0,2,ABS(PARl1•1•1llll 
E~Ql 
VMAX[2]1= ABS(PAR[l]*PAR[?.J) ♦ ABS(PARl3J*PARl4])J 
V[0,1)1: SUM( 1,0,2,PAR(i•l•IJ)J 
Y(0,2]1: PAR[1l*PAR(~) • PAR(3J•PAR[4J; 
Y [ 0 , 3 J : i:: V { 0 , 7 l : "' Y f U , 11. I ;.r: 11 
YI0,4)1: PAR[2)J Y[IJ,6):: PAR[1]J 
v10.a1:~ PAR[4JJ v1n.101:= PAR(3JJ 
EOB 1:= 1,2,3,4,5 00 FP[l, I]:: OJ 
FP(2,11:s rp(2,3):= rv[t,lll= OJ OUTC 
eao, CALL F(R)l YA~ R; B,A~ Hl 




eBo, CALL FY(R)I ~AL Rl a,AL RI 




eao, CALL FP(R)J ~AL RI BEA~ RI 
eEGlN FP[2,5ll• R•PAR[2J•P~R[4]1 CFPI ■ CFP + 11 
FP[2,2ll• R•(Y[0,2) + PAR(4J•(PAR(5]-V(0,1)))1 
FP(2,4]:s R•(Y[0,21 + PAR[2J•(PAR{5]-V(0,1J))I 
Ef:jOI 
ABBAY Y[Ol7,1:N•CNPAR ♦ 1)l,YMAX,F{1lNJ,FV(11N,1lN],FP[1:N,11NPAR)l 
eea, PR(s>: etGlf:j NLCRl PRINTTEXT(S) ENQJ 
e~c, FL(R)l FLOT(5,3,R); 
EBQ!;; Pf(S,R); 8Clil.l:l PR(S)I TA81 fL(RI E~CI 
eeo, OUT(S,R): SIBlt:!G s, BC6L. Rl 
eEG!U lt:!I IJ l.E LINENUMBER>50 I~~u N~W PAGE EL.SC NLCRJ 
pR(S)l PRINT(R)I 
pF(1COMPUTEO RESIDUE CSTAND.OEV,)l,COMP ERROR)j 
FL(SQRT(COMP ERROR/(NOBS•NPAH)lll 
pf({ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,OEV,lt,EST ERROR); 
fL(SQRT(EST ERROR/(NOBS-NPAqJ\): 
pR({CORREcT,oNS FOR PARAMETEN~)I TABI 
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DC~!li lliI RI NLCRJ SPACEC100li !E CF:O !~C~ 
BCG!M SPACE(6ll PRINTTEXT(tEVALUATIONS Oft)J NLCRJ SPACE(106lJPRINTTEXTC«' 
EQB R:= Cf,CfV,CfP QQ ABSflXY(6 1 0,R)J 
fV f"P*> C~C! 1::1.U 
cf:: CFVI• CFPl:_pJ 
E~QI 
£BQC EXP DATA(N,T,CT,O,NP,PL,P,PU)I 
DCG!li BC61. A,B,C,L,M,TOes,TTJ !MI l,NOB~,NPARJ 
TT:: TIMEJ 
E~Ql 
Al= P[5]1• READJ Bl: P[3J:: HEADJ Cl: P[1)1• READJ L:• P[4]:: ~EADJ Ml• P[211 ■ REAOJ 
NLCR; NLCRJ PRINTTEXT({THE PHOGRAM TRIES TO FIT THE SUM o, EXPONENTIALS*)! 
NLCRlflXT!3,2,C)l PRINTTEXT(~ • EXP( ~)I flXT(J,2,Mll PRINTTEXT(~ • T) ?)l 
flXT(3,2,Bll PRINTTEXT(~ • EXP( *)I FIXT(3,2,L)I PRINTTEXT(~ * T) ?)I f1XT(3,2,A)l NLCRJ NLCRJ 
NLCR; NLCRl10BS:a T[O]I: 01 NI: Noes:: READ; 
pRINTTEXT(~THE FUNCTION WAS SAMPLED AT T:~)l NLCRI 
EQB 1:: 1 ~Ice 1 U~Il~ NOBS ~Q 
eEGHI TOBSIII T(l).I: RE,aD; CT111:= 11 fL(TOBS)J 
O[IJI= A+ B*EXP(L•TOBS) + C•EXP(TOBS•M); 
lE pR1NTPOS>70 l~Eli NL~R P.~SE TABJ 
El:IO l NLCR l 
NP:= NPAR:: READI NLCRJ PRl~TTEXT({THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES W~Re:tl: 
pR({ i PARLWB[ I) PA1!1 I) PARUPB[ I J*) I 
EQB I:= 1 SIEe 1 ~~Il~ N~AR ~g 
BE61tl NLCRl ABS,1XT(3,0, Ill A:•PL[IJ:• READJ fL(A)J A:• Pll)I~ READI fL(A)I Al• PU(I]:• READl fL(A) EtlQl 
NEW PAGEi TIM:= T4M +TT~ T1ME 
BUL Tll't; 
eBQC EXP JOB(N,NOBS 1 NPAR,1TMAX,CONVEHGE,EPS,MESHP,STlff 1 fA)I 
~6~ N,NoeS,NPAR,ITMAX,CONVERGE,MCSHP,STIFf,,AJ 
!~I N,NOeS,NPAR, iTMAX,MESHP; B~A~ CONVEl!GE,EPS,rAJ BQQL STlfFJ 
BEG!tl eR({PROCEOVRE OOEPAREST WAS ~ALLED WITH THE PARAMETERS:t)J 
p(tN =t,~); P(,NPAR =~.NPAR): P({NOBS •},Noes); P(t1TMAX=t, 1TMAX)J 
p({CONVERGE st,coNV[RGE); P(~EP~ =t,EPS)J P({MESHP:t,MESHP)l 
pR(JSTlff• l)l TABI !E STIFF I~~tl PRINTTEXT(f Iau,t> E~St PRINTTEXT(~ E6~5E?IJ 
PCtfA : ?,fA)I PR({THE CONftDENCE REGION AT LEVEL A IS PRINTED})J 
pR(~fA IS THE A•POINT Of THE f.~ISTIBUTION WITH NPAR AND NOBS•i~PAR DEGREES Of ,REEOOMt)l 
NLCR: Cf:. crv:. CfP:= OJ TIMI• TIME; 
oDEPAREST(N,NOBS,NPAR,EXP DATA;IT~AX,CONVERGE,EPS,MESHP,STlfP,PA)J 
TIM:: TIME"TIMl OUTC; NLCRINLCR: NLCRJ 
pR({THE ENTIRE CALCULATION CONS•JMEOt)J ABSFIXT(3,2 1 TIM)I PRINTTEXT({SEC, ON THE EL XS,t)J 
ttlQ.JOBJ 
EXP JOB(2,REA0,5,16,0,01,M•4,100,IBU~,5.06)J 
CCMMEl:I~ 5,06= FI0,01J<5,12)J . 
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PROCEDURE OOEPAREST WAS CALLED WITH THE PARAMETERS: 
N : +2 
NPAR: +5 
NOBS • +17 
ITMAX: +16 
CONVER&E s +,1000000000001•• 1 
[PS : +,999999999999911• 4 
MES HP• +100 
STIFF: IBUE 
FA = +,5059999999998.+ l 
THE CONFIDENCE REGION AT LEVEL A 1S PRINTED 
FA 1s T"E A•POINT Of THE f-DISTIBUTION WITH NPAR ANO NO~S-NPAR.O[GREES .or.rREEOOM 
THE PROGRAM TRIES TO FIT THE SU~ Of EXPONENTIALS 
•3,00 • EXP( -20.00 • T) +2,00 • EXP( -1.ou • T) +1.00 
THE FUNCTION WAS SAMPLED.AT T• 
+.20000 .. - 1 +,40000 ... 1 +,6000011• 1 +,8nooo .. - 1 +,10000 .. - 0 
+,20000 .. - J +,4(1QUO,.. 0 +,6000011• 0 +,enuoo .. - 0 +,1000011+ 1 
+,20000.+ L +.30000 .. + 1 +,<10000,.+ 1 +. 5ouoo,.+ 1 +,1000011+ 2 
+,15000 .. + a +,20000 .. + 2 
THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES WERE; 
I PARLWB[ I] PAR I I l pARUPfl[ 1 l 
1 -.10001 .. + 2 -.511000.+ 1 +,10000 .. + 2· 
2 -,40001,.+ 2 -.10000 .. + 2 - , 10000 .. - 1 
3 -,!>000 , .... 1 +,5000000+ 1 +,50000io+ 1 
4 -.,ooo 1,.+ 1 -,50000 .. - 0 -.10000 .. - 0 
5 •,!:>000 J,.+ 1 +,5000011• 0 +,50000 .. + 1 
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!VALUATIONS Of' ,. PY F'P 
iTERATION NUMBER +1 
COMPUTED RES I DUE (STAND.DEV,) +,23845,.+ 2 +,14097,.+ 1 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO,DEV,) +,l.6545,.- 1 +,37132 .. - 1 
CORRECTIONS fOR PARAMETER +.2?491,.+ 1 - • 42683,.+ 1 •,30728w• 1 •,10424 .. - 0 +,':!1105 .. - 0 
PARAMETER VALUE •,27509.,+ 1 -.14268 .... 2 •,192?2 .... 1 •. 60424,.- 0 ... 10111 .... 1 
165 84 82 
ITERATION NUMBER +2 
COMPUTEll RESIDUE (STAND,DEV, l +,75052 .. - 0 +,25009 .. - 0 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV,) +,23014 .. - 2 +,1384?,.- 1 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER -.25946 .. - 0 -,5U296,.+ 1 +, 63934 .. - i -,24332 .. - 0 +,10982 .. - 2 
PARAMETER VALUE •. 30104,.+ 1 -.19298 .. + 2 +, 19911"• 1 •, 84 756,.- 0 +,10122w+ 1 
152 78 76 
ITERATION NUMBER •3 
COMPUTEL> RES I DUE (STAND,DEV,) +,76284 .. - 1 +,79731 .. - 1 
ESTIMATED Rf.SIDUE (STAND.DEV,) • ,22978,.- 4 +,13838 .. - 2 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER -.59071 .. - 2 -,6926?. .. - 0 •.15834 .. - 1 - .13000,.- 0 •,10842 .. - 1 
PARAMt:TER VALUE -.30163 .. + 1 - , 19991 .. • 2 +,2007011+ 1 -,97756,.- 0 +,1001:s .... 1 
159 81 ?9 
ITERATION NUM6ER +4 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,OEV, l +,22891 .. - 2 +,13!!1:'.! .. - 1 
ESTIMATED RES)DUE (S'!'AND,DEV,) +,12321 .. - 5 +,32042 .. - 3 
CORRECTIONS fQR PARAMETER +,16256 .. - 1 -,59411 .. - 2 -,5746311- 2 -,22140,.- 1 -,13863 .. - 2 
PARAMETER VALUE -.30001 .. + 1 -.19996 .. + 2 +,20012 .. + 1 •,99970, ... 0 +,99992 .. - 0 
162 82 eo 
ITERATION NUMBER +5 
COMr-UTEO RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,6098511• 5 +,82151..• 3 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) +,23709 .. - 6 +,1405f>,.- 3 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER +,1t'845u• 3 +, 2747?.,.- 2 •,9761211• 3 •,66136,. .. 3 +,t2205it• 3 
PARA.METER VflLUE -.29999,.+ 1 -.19994 .. + 2 +,20002 .... 1 -.10004,.+ 1 +.10000 ... 1 
162 82 80 
ITERATION NUMBER +6 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.) +,23464 .. - 6 +,1;$983 .. - 3 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV.) +,22232 .. - 6 +, 13611_,.. 3 
CORRECTIONS fOR PARtMETER -,67500 .. - 4 -.58372 .. - 4 +,15898 .. - 4 +, 51143 .. - 4 •,32551 .. - 5 
PARAMETER VALUE -.30000 .. + 1 -,19994 .. + 2 +,20003u+ 1 -.10003,. .. 1 +,1000011+ 1 
162 82 BC 
I .. 
,,_. ·~·~·-· ___ .......,. 
t. 
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ITERATION NUMBER +7 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STANO.DEV.) 
CORRECTIONS FOR PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CONO,) 








6 + .13653..• 3 
6 +,1365t .. - 3 
5 -.2&0a,.- 4 +:,16144 ■-
1 -,19994 .. + 2 +,20003.+ 
3 +,68985 .. - 2 +,28098■•· 
2 +.18846 .. - 1 +,78593 .. -
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
5 +,46270 .. - 6 •,39176.• 6 
1 -.10003,.+ 1 +.10000 .. + 1 
3. +. 42610 .. - 3 +,16653 .. - 3 
3 +.93961 .. - 3 +.3083211• 3 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATRIX 













PRINCIPAL AXES (OIRf.CTION COSINES ANO CONFIDENCE 
0 +,2568111• +. 9;s5e4,.. t -,99677,.- 2 +,43473,.-
+.3~243 .. - ., -.43710.,- · 1 +,82575 .. - 0 -.24470 .. -
-.21247 .. - I +,35278 11 - t +,19399,.- 0 +,89379 .. -
-.91256 .. - ., +. 3285C>,.. 1 +,3016011• 0 •, 27269 .. -
+,53060 .. - ~-- :,.,99783,.- O +.23724 .. - 1 •. 30773,.. 
+,75334,.+ 3 +,1796411+ 2 -.23259 .. ♦ 
+,13102■• 1 -,99603,,- 0 -,59142,,-
•.18726,.+ 1 -.32541 .. -
0 +,20162 .. -
INTlRVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
0 +,8"1802 .. - 0 +, 14!S0411• 3 
0 -,31\19011- 0 +,43795 .. - 3 
o -,34222 .. - 0 +,62653 .. - 3 
0 +,2A725,.. 1 +,17145-- ·2 
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ITERATION NUMBER +8 
COMPUTED RESIDUE (STAND,DEV,) 
ESTIMATED RESIDUE (STAND.DEV,) 
CORRECTIONS fOA PARAMETER 
PARAMETER VALUE 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (COND,) 








7 +. 73644 .. - 4 
8 +,17030 .. - 4 
4 -,52746,.- 2 -,15823 .. -
1 -.i999Q,.+ 2 •.20001 .. + 
3 +,8518?. .. - 3 +,34906-.. -
J •.234?1.,.- 2 +,993711.-
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEfN PARAMETERS 
CORRELATION MATRIX COVARIANCE 4ATAIX 
3 +,30427 .. - 3 -.43664 .. - 4 
1 --. 100 0 0 .. + 1 +,10000 .. + 1 
4 +,53470 .. - 4 ... ~0775 .. .- 4 
4 +,12023 .. - 3 +,38646 .. - 4 





PR I NC I PAL 
+,935:,3 .. -
+, 3:S183 .. -
•, 2a76 .. -
•. 9).032 .. -





IJ -,65057 .. -
0 -,10586,.-
0 
O -.52747 .. - ~ 
+,75076,.+ 3 +,18270,.+ 2 -,24004.,+ 
+,1345811• 1 ·•,10593 .. + 
+,19702.• 
AXES (DIREcTION COSINES AND CONflOENCE .INTLRVAL ALONG EACH AXIS) 
t· - . 1onQ2 .. - 1 +,43782 .. - 0 +,25578 .. - 1, +,8'i676 .... 0 +,18069 ... 4 
-,44053.,- 1 + ,82569,.- O -,23500 .. - C - , 311854,.- 0 +,54925 .. - ·4 
+,3695Q,.. 1 +,18706,.- Q +,89436.,-. 0 •,3~784N• 0 +,78621 .. - 4 
I +,32233,.- 1 +,30162 .. - 0 •,2800911- 0 +,2Q269 .. - 1 +,21730,.- 3 
1 .,99777,.- 0 +,24211 .. - 1 -,31868,.- 1 .,. , 30802 .. - 2 +,2352311- 2 
2 +,23198M+ 
1 -,55403a• 










!l!!!l!!!!Ll I ar ,~ 4 : _ 1111 , !!ll!iil,UJ,,!l,!!!!@~, n • , ,,,,, - - "'™' ,, , d-,-~~, 
•, I 
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RESIDUALS, SPEClflED fDR EACH 08SERVATIONt 
1 ,;, . 4433'9 .. - 5 
2 +,1J72? .. - 3 
3 +, 8·1554 .. - 4 
4 +,5,l513ia• 4 
5 +.14461 .. - 4 
6 •,6674011• 4 
7 -,40047 .. - 4 
8 +,16470 .. - 4 
9 +,6.1.385 .. - 4 
,di +,9618811• 4 
J.l +.94246 .. - 4 
12 +, 699'05 .. - 4 
3 +,97097 .. - 5 
4 •. 29693,.- 4 
5 -.56893 .. - 4 
6 • •, 4.5462 .. - · 4 
7 -.6~404 .. - 4 
225 114 109 
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